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COMMERCIAL CLUB WILL BE
FORMED NEXT  MONDAY NIGHT,
Business Men To Meet At Moayon's Hall.--United Effort,
Will Bring Manufactory Plants To Hook insville.
•Above ail things Hopkinsville is to let the world know our situation
needs an active business organize- and induce factories to locate here.
t tea. The business men individual- Inquiries are made by factory owners
ly are enterprising and progressive, nearly every day as to what induce-
and with the proper sort of a coin-
mewls' association the permanent
prosperity of the city is assured.
Nan Monday night at 7:30 o'clock
these will be a meeting at Moayon's
Hall for the Purpose of _forming a
commercial club, and every citizen
interested in Hopkinsville's future
meats we can offer them to come
here. We know that : t we large
plants are now considering a change
from their present locations and have
expressed a desire to come to Hop-
kinsville, but there is no one to take
the matter in hand and bring out
what we can do for them. All
Welfare is urged to be preeens. realize
"Our city is particularly :well situ-.should
ated for minufarturies of nearly ev- club or
sty kind,- said a prominent business
istan ;today. "having the finest coal
Raids only a few miles north and a
splendid agricultural country In the
osher three directions. Both are
neeelaary for a factory town, as fuel
meet be plentiful and cheap to Sus-
tain the idantsanti the farm products
also duttleieat to furnish food for the
employee. There is no doubt as to
the ability of Hopkinsville in fur-
nishing everything necessary for the
sustenance and comfort of any num-
ber of people at the lowest cost and
with anythinglike reasonable freight
rates fuel can be had her lower
than in nearly any town in the Unit-
ed states. Now, what we should do
the fact that Hopkinsville
at once have neommereial
other business organization,
pro' porly officered and with good
committees to attend to all enter-
prises offered and to look after the
business interests of the city as a
whole. Every city around us has a
similar organization and we cannot
afford to continue to allow them to
capture business and enterprises that
should come to us. Louisville has
both board of trade and the com-
mercial club, and each is doing a
wonderful work for the city and we
must follow suit and organize an as-
socistion of our business men and go
to work. Ours is a good city in every
way; our people are happy and pros-
perous, and let's get more to come
and join us."
WORDS OF WARNINC NECK STRETCHED
POOR FARMERS UR G E D CAR PORTER LYNCHED IN
TO STAY AT HOME. COLORADO.
Northwest No Place For Any- Assault On Aged Woman
one Who Has Not Charged.—Died Protest-
Capital. Ing Innocence.
Every year farmers leave this sec-
tion of the country for the North-
wad. under the mistaken notion
that they Aire to find a land of pure
deligtit. The people who live there
know more about it. . The following
letter, erftirh Is written and Sent un-
der the auspices of the Western La-
bor Union, bears the imprint of
truthfulness on les face, and it is
commended to every poor farmer
who thinks of bettering his condition
ft/ aping to the Northwest:
' r t• Buite. Montana
To Momeseekers and Working Peo-
of ,the East and Middle West:
The transportation companies and
especially the Great Northern Rail-
rued Company, is advertising exten-
air el,Ir in the Eastern and Middle
. Western states, for the purpose of
inducing horneseekers, settlers and
(*corking peo-pie to emigrate to Mon-
tana, 'Idaho, Washington and other
northwestern states. Inasmuch as
these advertisements are false and
misleading in character, and nothing
less than criminal in their effect, the
relilient' Labor Union considers it a
*fluty to state briefly the real Indus-
• trial conditions in tbe West and the
Northtrest.
If the plain truth were 'known,
there would be no incentive for set-
tlers, homeseeiers or work in people
9 toilette liVest to improve their con-
ditions.
- There • is not a desirable tract of
ontaken land in the Northwest that
• will net require hundreds, and in
most came, thousands of dollars to
make productive. The statement
that tile Northwest is a boundless
tract of rich, productive and fruitful
had open for settlement, and only. -
. eiraiting the magic touch of the pov-
erty-stricken fanner from the East
fie make it yiald forth in abundance
the best products of the farm, is
t as false as it is well-sounding.If
railroad officials who make these
• tements and advertise them, were
yen their just deserts, they would
considered as criminals and treat-
as such. Their-advertisements
'ill bring years of hardship, priva-
ilOten and suffering to those who ac-
t them tie truth, and ',come to the
f ‘
*.ilibmes or employment.
We have no desire to give a ftet-..
k to the development of our eoun-
s resources. These resources are
itiess—to men of capital. But to
fanner without means, and the
ring man, there is not the slight-
vria
inducement to come west.
Butte, in the Cripple Creek die,
lib* 
In :the Ctpur D'Alene, in Brit-
Mb Columbia, on the Pacific coast,
in the agricultural communities
erywhere in the West, there are
4.undreds and thousands of idle men.
711V the West afforded such exception-
* opportunities to homeseekene set-
tiers and working men, these able-, *tdiet1 and industrious people would
alert be found in hundreds and thous-
begging for a chance to make a
ng.
,Do not believe theme flattering
ments about the West: they are
!berate lies, malicious and crimi-
in effect, and spread by the
portation companies for the
Aperpose of increasing the earnings
IsT-T
of their roads. To add- a few greasy
dollars to their already large divi-
dends, these railroad companies are
willing to take your last money for
tickets, and leave (perhaps with
families) botneleee and withont re-
sources in a country already overrun
with idle labor.
Iv: DANIEL MeDONALD. President
"-Western Labor l'union.
-401, CLARENCE SMITH, Sec'y and
Western Labor Union.
(Special to New Era.)
LA JUNTA, Colo„ March
H. Wallace, a negro sleeping car
porter, was lynched at 8 o'clock last
night in a corner of the court house
square, being hanged to an electric
light pole by a mob of 4,000 people,
who had been hunting for hint all
day. After the hanging the body of
the negro was riddled with bullets.
Mrs. Henrietta Miller, aged 67
years, going from Los Angeles, Cal.,
to Denver to visit relatives, was as-
saulted in the Sante Fe railroad
yards here last night by a nekro por-
ter on a Pullman running between
Denver and La Junta.
She was knocked down by .a blow
on the head, and, after a struggle
with her assailant, was checked into
insensibility.
When she regained consciousness,
about an hour later, she crawled to
the station and gave an account of
the assault and a description of her
assailant.
Wallace was tracked by blood-
hounds and was identified by his vic-
tim.
Eight assaults have occurred here
in the past few months and it is be-
lieved that all were committed by
one man. Mrs. Miller's condition is
critical.
FORMER CITIZEN
Died Among Friends At El
Dorado, Ark.
Editor Kentucky NEW FHA:
On Sunday evening March 24th.
1902, John W. Hays died at my
house in the town of El Dorade, Un-
ion County. Ark. He was born in
Hopkinsville, Ky., and lived there
until after the war, then removed to
Waco, Tex., thence to this county
about sixteen years ago. He was
highly educated, was loved and hon-
ored by all who knew him, was true
to his friends and faithful to the
church to which he belonged. He at
one time was clerk of the county in
which you lived and afterwards
practiced law in your town. If he
has any friends or relatives in your
town tell them that he died among
friends and was well eared fee
Reset. yours,
.1. E. Earn. II.
El Donut.), Ark., Mar.:h 25. 1902.
IN CLARKSVILLE
Cases Of Smallpox Have
Been Discovered.
A despatch from Clarksville,
Tenn., says: "Four mild eases of
smallpox have been discovered here
and near here by the health authori-
ties. proper pr••cautions have
been taken to prevent a spread of the
CIVIL SERVICE
Board For Hopkinsville Is
Named.
.Elbert Turner, Alex C. Overshiner
and W. S. Williamson have been
designated members of the civil ser-
vice board at Hopkinsville.
Comes To NopkInevIllo.
Mr. A. C. Morgan left this morn-
ing for Hopkinsville where be will
take charge of the Michltran Mutual
Life Insurance Company's branch
office in that city.—Paducah News-
Democrat.
SONS OF VETERANS
PLAN MEETING AT DAL-
LAS REUNION
Many Fine Features Are
Scheduled For the
Gathering.
The New Era is in receipt of a let-
ter issued by Commander-in-Chief
R. B. Houghton, of the United Sons
of Confederate Veterans, regarding
a general reunion of the organiza-
tion at. the Dallas reunion. Man-
ning B. Shannon, of the escort com-
mittee, urges all officers to furnish
hint a list of ladies in their parties
and to notify him how many will be
furnished with escorts.
Among the features of the reunion
already scheduled are the following:
Reception to sponsors and inside of
honor, afternoon of April 22 at Elk's
Club; ball in honor of same by W.
L. Cabell Camp that night; night
parade by Mystic Order ef Kaliphs,
April 23; official parade of veterans.
morning of April 24; grand ball and
reunion the same night, at which
the Queen of the Kaliphate will be
crowned; a dinner at which barbe-
cued buffalo meat will be served,
April 25.
W. L. Cabell Camp will entertain
at the Oriental Hotel the sponsor
and one maid of honor for each di-
vision and department and for the
general confederation. The Orient-
al Hotel will be headquarters for di-
vison department sponsors, and the
sponsor-in-chief with the ladies of
their parties, and also will be gener-
al headquarters of the Commander-
in-Chief and his staff, and of the de
rtment and division commanders.
All who wish accommodations there





By agreement with the attorneys
for both the prosecution and defense,
Judge Cook has fixed the bond of
Jim Will Anderson, under indict-
went for the murder of Deputy Sher-
iff R. H. Coffey, at $2,500. Bonds-
men have not been secured, and An-
derson is still in jail.
The trial of Henry Davie. the ne-
gro charged with the murder of Jerry
Wilson, col.. at Good Hope church




(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, March 27.—Albert
T. Patrick, lawyer. was last evening
convicted of the murder on the even-
ing of September 29, 1900, of the aged
millionaire recluse, Wnt. M. Rice.
The penalty under the statute is
death in the electric chair.
A scant three hours of deliberation
at the close of the trial prolonged for
nine weeks and replete with sensa-
tional interest, sufficed to enable the
jury to reach their verdict. The is-
sue of the trial establishes the charge
that Patrick conspired with Mr.
Rice's valet. Charles F. Jones, to ob-
tain possession if the aged Texan's
estate, estimated at seven million
dollars, and that Jones killed his
employer by time administration of





NOT GUILTY OF MURDER-
ING WILSON.
Thought His Own Life Was
In Jeopardy When
He Shot.
After brief deliberation, the jury
in the case of Henry Davie charged
with the wilful 'minter of Jerry
Wilson brought in a verdict of not
guilty.
The trial of the case was begun on
Tuesday. It was argued Wednesday
afternoon by Commonwealth's At-
torney Howell, for the prosecution,
and Attorney John Feland and J. T.
Hanberry for the defense.
The evidence, substantially, was
as follows: At Good Hop* Church,
Hinsleytown, where a colored relig-
ious jubilee was in progress, Davie
and Abe Allen created considerable
excitement by engaging kn a duel,
seventeen shots being exchanged.
Allen skipped out. Members of the
congregatian at the church chased
Davie. Some, it was testified, cried
"Hang him." As Davie bounded
over a fence somebody shot him in
the hack. He continued 1118 flight
with a large number of negroes at
his heels. Jerry Wilmot', who was at
the head of the pursuers, cut at Da-
vie several times with a knife, slash-
ing hie clothes. Davie suddenly stop-
HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY 
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Ell RHODES, NAPOLEON OF TOBACCO MADE AT CHURCH HILL
AFRICA, IS DEAD OF DROPSY
('ECIL RHODE, THE SfltTh1 A PftIcAN tm,()8st'S.
When the history of Africa's develornnent iv• wen I '• /1.141,M. 1141111.• V. ill be con-
Spicuotoi. lie was largely instrumental in bre, Inv the ..f ti.'...‘age tribes and in
placing the British flag over Bechuanaland and ,,t her 11.14•I M. Fir developed the
diamond  les of Kimberley, organized do. i..114 a _potent tutor in
shaping through Joseph Chamberlain the :it o t i,, I. ed t Boer republios to
take up arum.
• LOCAL CONDITIONVAREIFARMERS' INSTITUTE ON
— SATISFACTORY. APRIL 24-25.
_ I 
('ablt'grzmnnr. i j consol id a t ing all the milting inter-
CAPETOWN. March 26.—('eeil 'ems and controlling the diam
ond
Rhodes is dead.
The famous colonial statesman
whose ambition and ability won him
the title of Napoleon iii'ANC's,
passed away this afternoon.
The end was expected. He had
been extremely ill for several weeks.
He experienced a bad heart at-
tack yesterday evening from which
he did not rally as he had done:from
previous attacks of this nature. At
midnight he was weaker than at any
time during his illnem. Oxygen was
administered to • the patient
and he was frequently tapped for
dropsy.
His friends entertained little hope
for his recovery.
He rallied early this morning,
however, -etve and took some nourish-n
Later he had a sinking spell and
died this afternoon.
Cecil John Rhodes was born at
Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire,
England, July 5, 1S53. His father
was a preacher. Young Rhodes
went to South Africa for his health,
took to diamond mining, ultimately
supply of Africa. He entered poli-
tics and in DOW became premier of
the colony. He took the field against
warlike native trite s and made short
work of them.
The irregular troupe of his charter-
ed South African company were
charged with siaughtering sur-
rendered prisoners, and the
African king called him
"the man who eats a country for
breakfast.- Having his mind set of
a railroad from the Cape to Cairo. he
and his men marched toward Equa-
tors slaughtering savages as they
went. England feared he was too im-
perialistic and called him home
where he was elected to the Privy
Council. He soon returned to Afri-
ca, and became involved in the no-
torious Jameson raid. Resigning
from the Cepe government he went
to England but was called back to
subdue the Matebele revolt. Since
that time he had been successfully
governing the land that bears his
name, Rhodesia. His fortune is esti-
mated at many millions, and he add-
more to England's bounds in a month
than armies had won in a century.
- - - - -
Our Bargain Week!
Beginning Monday, April ith, and Continuing
Until April 14th,
—WE WILL SEND THE-
--Weekly Kentucky New Era-<-1-
To any address, one year, for
75 0-3.
These Six Days Only!
This offer applies to any subscriber to the 
THE NEW ERA pay-
ing up to this date if in arrears and one yea
r in advance.
We want 1000 new subscribers quick, h
ence this offer. THE
NEW ERA-is the largest and best paper 
ptibliehed in the city and is
full of live well written news. We hav
e six issues of our Daily to put
in this weekly which enables us to 
give more news than any other
paper. Remember this BIG OFFER 
only lasts the ONE WEEK and
you must take advantage of it at 
once—postal note or cash—do not
send stamps. All subscriptions on 
this offer must be sent direct to 
Weekly New Era,
Hopkinsvilk, Ky.
Weekly New Era and Twice-a-W
eek





REBEL GENERAL IS PRIS-
ONER OF WAR
Cable.)
MANILA, March 96.—Noriel, the
only insurgent general with the 
ex-
ception of Malver, still in the fiel
d,
has been captured by Lieut. 
Frank
E. Bamford, of the 
Twenty-eighth
Infantry. A major, a captain, a 
lieu-
tenant and five men who were a
cting
as a bodyguard to Noriel, were 
cap-
tured with him. They have all 
been
held as prisoners of war.
There is some reason to beli
eve
that one member of the bo
dyguard
is Gen. Mayer is disguise.
Noriel has been one of the rec
og-
nized leaders of the insurgents 
since
189e. He was captured on his 
way
to the coast while endeavo
ring to
coast. He admits that the 
insurrec-
tion, as such, is over, and 
intimates
that the remaing leaders are 
fleeing,
as they do not command eno
ugh men





Of Trigg County Files Peti-
tion In Bankruptcy.
The first woman to file a petit
ion
in bankruptcy at Paducah in 
many
months is Mrs. Georgian& Johnson,
• of Canton, Trigg county, a "far
mer,"
ped, swung around a sapling sod 
fired a bullet through Wilson's heart, 
whose liabilities amount to severa
l
thousand dollars.
killing him instantly. A few days 
later Davie surrendered to Coroner
Allensworth.
The jury believed that Davie re- 
An old fiddlers' contest will 
take
garded himself in danger of death Place 
at Marion tonight. Mr. T. E.
or great bodily harm when he mhot 
Bartley and otherlocal virtuosi will
Wilson, so they cleared him. 
participate.
Old Fiddlers.
Fight Of The Trusts.--Re- Under
port Of The Inspec-
tors.
The offerings on the tobacco war-
ket this week were 80 hhds. and con-
sisted mostly of leaf tobacco, leaf in
high order and of nondescript kinds,
and taking into consideration the
condition of the weed the prices re-
alized were as a rule satisfactory to
sellers.
While there is some apprehension
as to the order of tobacco by some,
the:more experienced dealers in the
trade have no fears, as they say to-
bacco showing soft order is perfectly
sweet, having much more body than
usual, will stand the apparent mois-
ture and show to much better ad-
vantage in a few weeks than at the
present time, and will come out of
the sweat in perfect condition. The
Inquiry this week seemed to be more
general than heretofore, and when a
sound hhd. suitable for export trade
made its appearance, it found bid-
ders in the export buyers. The stem-
mers took most of the soft tobacco at
satisfactory prices. Only a few
iihds. of lugs were offered, and they
were very ere:ninon, bringing from 4
to 4Sie. The trade is watching with
much interest the fight between the
Imperial Tobacco Company of Eng-
land and theAmericanTobacco Com-
pany of this country. Mr. Macdon-
ald, the financial representative of
the Imperial, has opened headquar-
ters in person at Richmond, Va.
His plans of course are not yet
known, but apparently they intend
to buy their tobacco on this side di-
rect from the producer instead of the
London and Liverpool markets as
they have done in the past. Should
they adopt this plan, which is
doubtless their object, the strip m
In the West have been robbed of
their market, and will be compelled
to abandon making purchases on
their own account, or prize their to-
bacco for the American break mar-
kets, which some stemmeries have
already decided to do this season.
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Resolution Adopted To In-
vestigate Bribery Charges.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGION, D. C. March 27
n
-i-
A sensation was caused in the housib
today by a resolution of Representa-
tive James D. Richardson, of Tenn-
essee, the minority leader, to hives-
tigate charges that a semi-official
representative of Denmark received
half a million dollars for bribing
newspapers and congressmen in the
sale of the Danish West Indies. The
resolution was unanimously adopted.
porso.nal Not.. 
From Tkursdayydally.
Mr. Gant ()either, of this city, IMP
initiated into the Kappa Alpha fra-
ternity, Tuesday night, at the Uni-
versity of the South, Sewanee.
Claud White and Ewin Bowles
hay.' returned from Hopkinsville
where they have been visiting Teta-
t ives.—Clarksville Times-Journal.
Mr. C. K. Wyly has returned from
Owensboro.
Miss Susan Soaper has returned to
Henderson after a visit to Mrs. T.
W. Long.
Mr. Morton K. Yonts, of Paducah,
is in the city.
Mr. Jno. Winfree left Tuesday
night for New York where he has se-
cured a position as traveling 'tales-
man with the American Cigar Co.
-
OCTOGENARIAN DEAD
Beni. F. Simmons Answers
The Summons.
I"rni I h u runty •11 daily
Mr. Benjamin F. Simmons, one of
the oldest citizens in Hopkinsville,
died at his home last night at .9
o'clock. He was 81 years of age,&nd
had been in feeble health for' a long
time. Death was due to ills incident
to old age.
Behre advaneing years and de-
clining health caused Mr. Simmons
to retire from active participation in
the affairs of ;life he was energet-
ic and enterprising. He was a man
of high integrity, and was faithfui to
his home as well as to his business
relations. Funeral services will be
held this afternoon 'at 4 o'clock and
the remains will be interred in hope-
well cemetery. The deceased was




A farmers' institute will be held at
Church Hill, Chtietian county, April
24-25, under the auspices of the state
bureau of agriculture and the
Church Hill grange. It promises to
be of greikt ;pleasure and benefit to
all who Sttend.
The following program ha. been
arranged for the meeting:
Welcome Address, W. G. Fox.
Status of Farming with Other Oc-
cupations, A. If. Wallace, R. ('.
Crenshaw.
Insects Injurious to Crops, Prof.
H. Garman.
Culture of Flowers, Mrs. J. R.
Caudle,Vra. Henry Boyd.
Soil_Fertilfty, How to Secure and
Maintain. J. F. Gamete W. H.
Adams.
Corn Culture, J. E. Walker. M. V.
Owen.
Commercial Fertisera, Prof. M. A.
SCOVell, A. and'31. College, Lexing-
ton.
Grasses and Clover. G. IL Stowe,
J. J. Garrett.
Use and Abuse of Commercial Fer-




as an Adjunct to
Farming. E. D. Jones, J. D. (lardy,
Gardening. W. R. Brumfield. F.
M. Pierce.
Cow Peas anti Seja Beane. J. ('
Gary, Peter Barker.
Commercial Orchards. G. N. Mc-
Grew. J. W. Foard.
The Road Question, J. R. Caudle,
T. J. McReynolds.
Tobacco Culture. J. M. Adams, R
C. Gary.
Wheat and its Enemies, R. F.
Rives, J. W. McGaughey.
Poultry, Mrs. J. W. Lander, Mrs.
C. S. Coleman.
The Family Milch Cow and how
to Feed Her, general discussion.
How Shall We Best Induce Immi-
gration, Hon. J. B. Killebrew. Nash
ville, Tenn.
Stock Feeding, C. E. Russell, Todd
county; Prof. D. W. May, A. M. col-
lege, Lexington, Ky.
Household Economies, Mrs. T. 0.
Gaines, Mrs. Flavius Northington.
Hogs, Raising:and Feeding,   C. S.
Coleman, M. B. King.
Farmers Organizations, I. B. Nail,
commissioner of agriculture.
Music in charge of Misses Mattie
Browning and A. M. Henry.
It is hoped that every one whose
name appeals; on the program will
write and carefully revise the papers
presented as it will materially wig(
the commisioner in the publica-
tion of the proceedings.
SOIL SURVEY
Will Begin April I In Union
County.
Upon Representative Allen's rec-
ommendation, Messrs. Caine and
NIarean of the agricultural depart-
ment, will he in Union county, Ky..
from April 1 to June 30, for the pur-
pose of surveying the soil of that
county with a view of ascertaining



























Gish & ar 
rtHOLESALE
ner's Wild Goose Lini- A 
RETAIL
meat cures rheumatism and neural
1
Some nice family and driving
gia. TOUCHES TKE SPOT. At 
FREEDOM OF CUBA
ISLAND TURNED OVER ON
MAY 20.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, 26.—May
20, 1902, is the new clate fixed for t
he
turning over the Wend of Cuba 
to
Its people.
The change of date was made, 
if
not at the suggestion then with
 the
-------
appro‘ al of President-elect Pal-
ma and hie advisers. Seuors Tatnaya
and Quesada. who were with him at
the war depanmeot today, MA this
date-will be a ineniorable one In Cu-
ban history, for , it will not only
mark tine n acquisitio of fall indepen-
dence but be the Cuban inaugura-
tion day, it having been determined
that President Pelma shall be in-
augurated on ,the same day that
American controi of the island
ceases All United States troops




horses tor tole. C. H. Layne. , OP COURT HOUSE
SUIT FOR $7,000 IS FILED AGAINST
GOVERNOR AND ADJUTANT GENERAL.
-
the cap-
kitFRANKFORT. Ky., March 27.—(Special.)--Suit was file/ y against
4 i OV . Beckham and Adjutant General Murray by the Maysv
company for $7.000 for service during the troublesome times at the 
'
ital from February to May 1900.
It is understood here that the revenue bill will be allowed to become a
law without the governor's signature.
FATAL DUEL BETWEEN PROMINENT
CITIZENS OF HENDERSON COUNTY.
Creen Pritchett Killed On Streets Of Corydon And John
Below Was Seriously Wounded.
HENDERSON, Ky., Mardi 21.—(Special.)—A fatal shooting occurred
at Corydon, tha county, Sunday, ip which Green W. Pritchett was killed
and John Below, a farmer, seriously wounded.
Bad blood existed between the two men over business, and when they
met on the street yesterday Pritchett shot Below and Belo' shot Pritehett.
With a bullet through his heart, Pritchett fired a third shot at Below,
but missed. Pritchett then fell and expired.
Pritchett was one of the wealthiest men of this section. He was an ex-
tensive land owner and tobacconist.
The coroner's verdict exonerated Below.




Come to the feast! Come and make your selections
now from an elegant Stock of Fresh Spring Goods
Just Opened at T. At Jones.
New Silks for Dresses and Waists,
New Wash Goods, New Challies,
New Dress Trimmings.
NEW WASH GOODS.
Mercerised Zephyrs, Mercerized Line,ns,
Silk Spot Zephyrs, Madras Cloth, Chemby
Gingliams, Check and Corded Ginghams.
Covert Cloth, Fancy Dress Ducks,
Colored Dimities and Lawns, etc.
WHITE GOODS.
Persian Lawns, Viet Lawns, India Linen,
Linen Lawns, Dimities. Check Nainsook,
Jones Ostnbrie, Piques, Etc., Etc.
New Floor Coverings.
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Linoleums, Oil Cloths, Etc.
Big assortment in every line to select
from. All are welcome.
T. M. JONES.
Hopkinaville, Hy.
• IP` • • • le €* • • • • •






MRS. C. E. ROUSSEY,
An Expert Trimmer and Designer
Is Now in She City,
S.
1
OLD HATS MADE 
I 
NEW.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Reference New
York St. Louis and New Orleans. I also
teach all kinds of Embroidery.
Stopping at Mrs. Geo. Elgin's,








to call and give













It ought to sell at $5o.ou, and that
is the price others would ask for it,
A GOOD TOP BUGGY
With Long Distance
• Dust.proof Axle,
Solid Panel Spring Back; full length
Carpet; Silver Dash Rail, Silver Hub
Bands, Silver Propnut4, silver Seat
Handles and Rails over each Back. A
nicely fiuished Job, hav;ng ten coats of
Paint, made of good material and fully
guaranteed It is A BEAUTY, and




At the closest prices ever made on
them.
The biggest and best stock of
Harness and Saddlery,
in the county at the lowest pr.ces.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
For every dollar spent at our store we




















THE NEW ERA outeome thePhilippines. We are
glad that the question has been
so clearly raised by the federal par-
ty.
-PUBLISH SD BY-C
Mei gra Printing & Publishig Co
MINTER MO, Presiasat
Bareek near Main, H e. Ky.
11191011:-New Era , Bernath
*1.00 A YEAR.
Ilmetved ei postofRoe Ropkin swill*
m semed.olass mail matter






. months  900
one rem  MOO
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The most interesting part of the
memorial presented to congress by
the federal party of the Philippines
fainelbes the future relations of the
Pbilippines to this county. It is said
that to make the island a colony of
the Milted States or to give them in-
dependence -would be to hand the
islands over to disorder and to chaos.
Evett independence under an Ameri-
ean protectorate will not do. So the
Soder& party asks for a declaration
the Philippines are an integral
part of the United States; that they
are a territory, with the rights and
privileges that the United States
pante to its other territories, such
▪ sa that Of becoming a state of the
unions. So the memorial draws a
form of government similar to that
of oar territories, and asks for repre-
sentation in our house of representa-
tives by two Philippines delegates,
mays the Indianapolis News ind )
Here then, wo have the issue raised
has been a general agreement
the islands are not ready for in-
tispeadenoe, and the federal party
confirms that opinion-as far as its
indorsement goes. In this county,
even among the so-called imperial-
is&K a determined opposition exists
to a permanent colonial policy. Here
again the federal party comes to the
ramie and says that a colonial ad-
ndaistration will not do at all. Bat
are *our friends prepared to accept
lbe alternative. offered by these
messorialints--it territorial govern-
meat and ultimate statehood for the
ThHippines? Indeed. is there any
other alternative? As a temporary
polisy we can of course govern the
!nes pretty much as we
But when it comes to think-
t a permanent policy the
problem is much more serious.'
It is a permanent policy that the
party wants us to adopt at
saes. But the mere thought of
Pbilippine statehood ought, it seems
to us, to sober the most passionate
sad comprehensive sf our expansion-
ista. For the rest the federal party
demands that some steps be taken
for remedying the friar evil, aud
under the term friar are included all
the religious orders now in the Phil-
ippines. Complete amnesty is asked
and requests are made for a satia-
factory monetary system and for the
approval et the acts of the Philp-
pine commission.
But the main thing is this question
of the proper relations of the archip-
elago to the United-States. And we
are very mach mistaken in our read-
ing of public opinion if the American
people would tolerate the thought,
even remotely, of the creation of a
Malay state, thousands of miles
away from the country from the
country, filled with hundreds of war-
ring tribes, torn by religious &sena-
ions, caned and afficted with ignor-
acme sad without the slightest con-
motion of American political ideas.
• events, it is none too soon to




































whisk are often attributed to other than
Me real cause, --,
-1111J4BOLDS EXTRACT BUCK
has been the Standard Remedy for all
Klesoy and Bladder Troubles for over PO
=aI It lers DI•ease.the only known remedy 'orIt is the beet reniedy
forIn tee world -Female Weakness.'
Leucoerlsoes, lallammation o 1 t h •









Bit:nohow and all arising from
of till..an impure condition Mood Price
Tic per bottle.
NELMBOLD'S ROSE-WATER
elegant preparation for use as an
exXrnal application In diseases of a pri-
• nature. stops discharges and natl.
gal Rooth In g ao d healing%nomination.
is I &taloa it is especially aveeable to
r ail disclarge• and Irr.gtilart-
Luc Bac per bottle.
Ilskihold's Extract Bache, Extract
Sarsaparilla sad bee Water
are tor sal• by all druggists. If you ean t
seen re th• la. don't take substitutes. but
oraer direct (rota laboratory, Hoods will
be iment. prepaid upon receipt of &boy.-
prtom.
HELMBOLD rIFG. CO.
mei Sprlog Garde, Si., Philadelphia.
milim.
The "Menage of the ship subsidy
bill by the Republicans will only in-
crease the score for which the party
will have to settle with the people
at the polls.
Admiral Cerven, the defeated Spa-
nish commander at Santiago, has
taken to inventing and has devised a
successful wireless telegraph appara-
t e.
Senator Frye is exactly right when
he says the ship subsidy bill is a re-
sponse to the principles of the Re-
publican party. Republican princi-
ples have always been that the many
should [he taxed for the benefit of the
fee .
_
The authorities of ;San Francisce)
are willing to license clubs to pro-
mote prize-fights but they stipulate
that, in addition to the licenee fee
which goes into the city tre&sury,
a substantial part of the receipts
must go to some charitable institu-
tion or public improvement. •
Danish ()Mei/LIS say the island recen-
tly purchased by the United States
will be much better off under the
new reign. It will be interesting to
hear what Cuba and the Philippinee
think of this statement.
By the means of the ship subsidy
bill the Republicans would divert
the people's funds into unnatural
channels to build up an industry on
an artificial basis. The result will be
hardship to all and eventually to the
over stimulated industry. •
In George Ade's comic opera, The
Sultan of Sulu the monarch is depic-
ted with the possession of eight wives
and the constitutional provisions
against polygamy. A United States
federal decision, however, solves the
difficulty. It states that the consti-
tution follows the flag on three days
of the weeks out on no others and
the Sultan governs himself accordin-
ly. Mr. Ade's plot.is a clever satire
on the logic of some recent adminis-
tration decisions.
The seriousness of the situation in
South Airiest is shown by the fact
that Field Marshal Wolseley has
gone to the front. It may be there
will be another military reputation
sacrificed on the South African veldt
King Edward has declared ithet 'the
struggle must be brought to an end
before his coronatioa.
After outlining hoggish rapacity
that has characterized all the other
protected protected industries of the
country, Senator Hanna:concludes
that there ought to be a ship subsidy
bill becanse it is unfair to discrimi-
nate against "the runt of the litter.
Personals.
from Saturday's daily.
D. Shaw, of Hopkinaville, is spend-
ing the day in ClarkavLUe.-Clarks-
vile Leaf-Chronicle.
J. D. Russell, of Hopkinsville, was
here Tuesday.... Attorney T. C.
Duffy, of Hopkinsville, was here
yesterday. . .Miss Jimmie Ryan of
has returned to her home in Hop-
kinaville.-Elkton Times.
Rev. Dr. Charles Harris Nash has
returned from Russellville where he
attended &meeting of the education-
oommittee of Bethel College.
Mrs. Amelia Lindsay went to
Hopkinsville yesterday Mrs.
Elisabeth Moore went to Hopkins-
v ille yesterday John Hareey. of
HopkinsvWe, was in the city the
first part of the week.-Madisonville
Hustler.
Miss Pearl Smith. of Sinking
Fork is visiting her sister Mrs. H.
E. Allen on Elm etreet.
Miss Della Combs has been con-
fined to her bed by illness for a week.
Mr. Fred Jackson, of Springfield,
Tenn., will enter South Kentucky
College Monday.
Mr J. T. Stephens who has been in
Louisville for the past two weeks re-
turned home last night.
From Friday's daily
Mr. John C. Latham has returned
to New York, after a visit to his
mother, Mrs. Virginia Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Metcalfe of
Princeton, are the gueste of relatives
here.
Miss Annie Todd Kelly is visiting
friends in New Orlean.
Mrs. Charles Oliver and Miss Lelia
Wicks returned from Louisville last
night.
Judge W. P. Winfree and Judge J.
I. Landes have returned from Louis-
ville.
The Hon. Henry Lawrence. of
Cadiz, paased through the city today
enroute home from Frankfort.
Mr. Ben Winfree leaves this morn-
ing for his former home in Hopkins-
elite to live after residing here sev-
eral monthe.-Paducah Register.
Mr. Pat MeGlowan has resigned
his position at J. H. Anderson It
Co's, and returned to his home near
Prineeton.
Mrs. Harry Yost and children have
returned from Memphis.
Miss Alice Gray, of Memphis, is
the guest of her sister Mrs. Harry
Yost on Campbell street.
Prickly Ash Bitten eures disease
of the kidneys,cleanses and strength-
ens the liver, stomach and howels.
R. ('. Hardwick.
Blown To Atoms.
The old idea that the body seme-
times needs a powerful, drastic, pur-
gative pill has been exploded, for
Dr. King's New Life Pills, which
are perfectly harmless. gently stim-
ulate liver and bowels to expel pois-
onous matter, cleanse the system
end absoltitely cure constipation and
sick headache. Only :ffpc at J. 0.
Cook. L. L. Elgin, C. K. Wyly and
Anderson & Fowler's drug stores.
-
Family Doctor."
Messrs. Ely Broe.:-I have used
your C'ream Balm in my family ior
nine years and has become my fami-
ly doctor for colds in the head. I
used ft freely on my children. It is
a Godsend to children as they are
troubled more or less.
Yours respectfully. J. K
Judge for your self. A trial size clan
he had for the small sum of 10 eta.
Supplied by druggists or intilled by
Filly Brothers, 64 Warreu St. New
York. Full size, fin cts.
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Isms the, Its lel You Ines On Bogle
• •
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Ha, been rudely tietitie.1 ht- sonic cynic
as "slops and s%‘t-ets " And after all
there•s mote truth than poetry in the
definition. ice cream and cake may
Satisfy the palate, hut they are far from
satisfying to the stomach, which requires
that food be nutritious first and nice
afterwani. By careless eating women
pate the way for stomach "trouble,"
and its kindred miseries.
Dr. Pierre's Golden Medical Discov-
ery is confidently commended as a
cure for diereses of the stomach and
other organs of digestion and nutrition.
k• curing diseases which prevent the
assimiletion of food it enables the body
to be built up and strengthened in the
only way known to nature -by food
digre.eti and assimilated.
t•reire :Pmfg inooths I suffered untold
mutery." write-. Mrs -Moth... Colgate, ot Stag-
*mph. Charl,c e Ca. Va toes,* could en-
ure.- the own thst I endured before I com-
menced taltin4 Dr Pierce's medicine. I was
aot able to .1,, a t1 thing at all Could not eat
anYthind ence-d, I-read and tea-or if I did the
top.* he:ol hurt so it seemed k wield kill
ese: wtth .t11 t hat meld do it would burn like
lire Ott now since germ your • C•olden Med-
Wel Diacovery and 'Favorite Prescription.' I
can eat • little of shared anYthing I want, and
elan do • good day's work se well an anybody
ess Am better duo, I have been for your."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure
Sick headache.
WHISKY IN PELLETS
INVENTOR PROM IS ES
TABLOID DRINKS
The Future Saloon May
Closely Resemble A Candy
Store.
Charles 0. Binbaugh. of Bingham-
ton, N. Y. claims. according to the
Louisville Post to have discovered a
chemical procese by which he thinks
te completely revolutionise the anc-
ient and time honored method of
taking a drink. Mr. Binbaugh's in-
vention is another reeult of the ten-
dency of the times to place every-
thing in a tabloid form. In brief, he
claims; that he haat discovered a way
of compressing whisky into tablets
of a form convenient for the vest
pocket. These tablets. properly
branded as to name, age and strength
can be carried In lieu of cough drops.
gum drops or cloves, and can he ta-
ken whensoever and as often as one
chooses.
The effect of Mr. Binbaugh's dis-
covery, if it proves true, will be far-
reaching. Old customs will fade
away into the things .that are. The
demijohn, the jug. the ••finger" and
the "chaser', of our fathers will be-
long to the days of candles and spin-
ning wheels. The man who wants a
drink will merely thrust two fingers
into his vest pockets extract there-
from three fingers, or as many as he
wants in tabloid form, assume the
innocent air and expression of one
vino is taking a pepsin tablet and
proceed to chew up his drink.
The man who goes to the theater
and is subject to constaut annoyance
from the man who wants to see him
outside on important business. will
be relieved of this worry. By pro-
viding himself with a half dozen or
more tablets branded -Old Jim
('row-Twenty Years-One Dose,"
he will be relievedjof the painful ne-
cessity of crushipg the unfortunate
who happens to be between hitn and
and the aisle in order to see the man.
The tabletj form would pos-
sess eome disadvantages. however.
An absent-minded man might get to
reflectively chewing up drinks and
take_a dozen without realizing what
he was about. Thus it would be•
possible to see a staid citizen pass
from perfect sobriety to maudlin
drunkenness without any, apparent
cause.
The tablet would also work a ma-
terial change in the saloon. The
emporium of the future will no doubt
resemble a candy store. Instead of
the bar and its shining glass and
paraphernalia for dispensing liquids.
there will be nothing bat a row of
jars labeled "Straits," Manhattans,"
-Scotch Highballs," "Pousee Cafe,"
•'Tom and Jerry," Snow Bird Flips,"
and so on. ' The man with a thiret,
or, to be more precise. the man with
a yearn for a tablet, will just stroll
in and nominate bis favorite jar.
Surgeon's Knife Not Needed
Surgery is no longer necessary to
cure piles. De Witt's Witch Hazel
Salve cures sin h cases at once, re-
moving the neceissity for dangerous.
painful and expensive operations.
For stalds, cuts, burns. wounds,
bruises, sores and skin diseases it is
unequaled, Beware of counterfeits.
R. ('. Hardwick.
In these days when hundreds of
young men are seekine.careera which
will le: at once profitable and hon-
orable and are finding the professions
over crowded. attontion naturally
turns to the excellent measures
which have been introduced in Con-
gress by Senator Lodger and Repres-
entative Adams; which are calculat-
ed, npt only to make the consular
service a fitting career for the bright-
est cl mar young men but to materi-
ally advance the foreign trade of the
United States.
A GOOD TNINO.
Germain Syrup is the special pre-
scription of Dr. A. ligeohee, a cele-
brated German Physician, and is ac-
knowledged to be one ‘of the most
furtnnate discoveries in Medicine.
It quickly cures Coughs, Colds and
all Lung troubles of the severest na-
ture, removing, as it does, the cause
elf the affection and leaving the parts
in a strong and healthy condition.
It is not an experimental medicine.
but haa stood the test of years, giving
satisfaction in every case, which its
rapidly increasing gale every season
s. Two millionibottles sold
antrlitiy. Bosebee'a German Syrup
waa introdueed in the United States
in 1818. and is now sold in every
town and village in ..the civilized
world. Three doses will relieve any
ordinary cough. Price 75cts. Get
Green' s 'Special Almanac. R. C.
Hard wick .
Here is a chance for reciprocity;be-
tweet' England and the United
States: Let her protest against our
war in_the Philippines while we pro-
test against the Way she is carrying
on her war in South Africa.
This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, Cure Feverishness. Bad
Stomach, Teething Disorders, Break
up Colds, move and regulate the
Bowels and deetroy Worms. They
never fail. Over 30,000 testimonials.
At all druggists 26e. Sample mailed
FREE. Address Allen S. Olmstead
Le Roy, N. Y. 109
• • I
WASSINuTON. Mareh 23.- From a
process familiar to the farmer Dr. Tal-
mage draws lessons of consolation anti
enconragement for people in sorrow
and adversity. The text Is Isaiah xxviii,
27. "For the iltehea are not thraab-
ed with a thrashing instrument. nei-
ther is a cart wheel turned stettit upon
the cut:mile but the filches nre heaten
out with a staff and the curutniu witb
a rod. Bread eorn is bruised Itecauee
he will not ever be thrashing It -
Misfortunes of various kinds come
upon various People. and in ell times
the great need of ninety-nine people
out of a hundred is solace. hook, then.
to this neglected allegory of my text.
There are three kinds of seed men-
tioned-titchea, eummin and eorn. Of
the last we all know. But ft may be
well to state that the filches timi the
emamin were small Reeds. like the car-
away or the chickpea. When these
grains or herbs were to be thrashed.
they were thrown on the floor, and the
workmen would eome around with
staff or rod •or flail and beat them un-
til- the owed would be separated, hut
wben the corn was to be threshed that
was thrown on the door, anti the men
would fasten horses or oxen to a cart
with iron dented wheels; that cart
would he drawn around the thrashing
floor. and so the work would be ac-
eomplished. Different kinds of thrash-
ing for different products. "The filches
are not thrashed with a *breathing In-
adrunieut. neither is a cart wheel turn-
ed about upon the commit'. but the
fitches are beaten ont with a staff and
the cummln with rod. Bread corn is
bruised becnuse he will not ever be
thranhing it."
The great thought that the text press-
PR upon our bouts is that we all go
through some kind of thrashing process.
The fact that you may be devoting
your life to honorable and noble pur-
poses will not win you any eecape.
Wilberforce. the Christian emancipator,
was lo his day derisively called "Doc-
tor Cantwell." Thomas Babington Mat-
s:entity, the advocete of all that was
good, long before he became the most
etautpicuoue historian of his day was
euricatured In one of the quarterly re-
views as I'Bo bbletongue Ilaeaula y."
Norniau McLeod, the great friend of
the Scotch poor, was induetriottely ma-
ligned in all quartees, although on the
day when he was carried out to his
burial a workman stood and looked at
the funeral procemion and said, "If he
had done nothing for anybody mere
than he has done for me, be would
shine as the Mara forever and ever."
All the small wits of London bed their
ding at John Wesley. the fatter of
Methodism. If such men could nut es-
cape the mafigniqg of the world, nei-
ther can you expect to get rfd of the
sharp. keen stroke of the trihulum.
All wild will live godly in Christ Jesus
must suffer persecution. Besides that,
there are the sicknesses and tbe bank-
ruptcies and the irritations and the dia-
eppoitanieuts which are ever putting a
vim of %foes to your lip. Thome wrin-
kelt on your face are hieroglyphics
obiets, if deciphered, would make out
a thrilling story of troubie. The foot-
step of the rabbit is seen the next
morning on the snow, and on the white
hairs of the aged are the footprints
showing where swift trouble alighted.
Troubles Come Unexpectedly.
Even amid the joys and hilaritlea of
life trouble will sometimes break in.
A8 when tbe people were asaembled in
tim Charlestown theater during the
Revolutionary war. and while they
were witnessing a faree and the autli
enee s-as in great gratulation the guns
of an advancing army were heard and
the audience broke up in wild panic
and ran for their lives, so oftentimes
wIalle you are seated amid the joys and
festivities of this world you hear the
cannonade of some great disaster. Ali
the fitchea and the cummin and the
corn must come down on the thrashing
door and be pounded.
My subjeet, in the first place, teaches
us that It is no compliment to us if we
escape great trial. Tbe filches nnd the
cummin on one thrashing door might
look over to the corn on another thrash-
ing door and say: "Look at tbat poor,
miserable, bruised corn! We have only
been a little pounded, hut that has been
almost destroyed." Well, the corn, if
it had lips, would answer and say: "fie
you know the reason you have not bees
as much pounded as I have? It is be-
canee you are not of so much worth as
I am. If you were, you would be as
severely run over." Yet there are men
who suppose they are the Lord's favor.
Ites simply because their barns are
full and their bank account is flush
and there are no funerals In the house.
it may be because they are filches and
cummln, while down at the end of the
lane the poor willow may be the Lord'ae
corn. You are but little pounded be-
cause you are but little worth and she
bruised and ground because she tbe
best part of the harvest. Tbe heft of
the thralthing machine is according to
the value of the grain. If you have not
been much thrashed in life. perhaps
there is not much to thrash! If you
have not been much shaken of trouble,
oerhape It is because there is going to
be a very small yield. When there are
plenty of blackberries. the gatherers go
out with large baskets, but when tbe
drought has almost cousumed the fruit,
then a quart measure will do as well.
It took. tbe venom:Ms snake es Paul',
nate:. tin tne pounding of him with
strews' until Le tins talon' up for dead.
aud tht jamming agaiine him of prison
gatee, and the Ephiecian vociferation.
and the Ankles ekisined by the painful
atoeks. sand the fouudering of the Alex-
andrian coin ship, and tbe beheading
stroke of the RolUnit sheriff to bring
Paul to his proper development. It
Was not because Hobert Moffat and
Lady flaelief huseell and Frederick
Oberlin were worse than ether people
that they land tat guff' r. It was be-
caume they were better. and GNI want
ed to make them beet. By the emeriti
nese of the thrashing yen nine IllweSe
coin:hide the value of the grain.
Helps U. Dear Illardeas.
Next, any text teaches UP that God
proportions our trials to what we can
bear-the staff for the (itches, the rod
for tbe eunimin. the iron wheel for the
corn. Sometimes people in great trou-
ble say, "Oh, I can't bear it!" But you
did bear it. God would not have sent
it upon you If be had not known that
you could bear it. You trembled and
you swooned, but you got through.
God will not take from your eyes one
tear too many nor from your lungs
one sigh too deep nor from your tem-
ples one throb too sharp. The perplex-
ities of your earthly business have not
in them one tangle too Intricate. You
sometimes feel as if our world were
011 ef bludgeons lying iniphazard
WORTH $300,000,000.
The Pre,..ident of a certain big Oil Oons-
pay is said to be worth $300,000,000. I
tidy bit of money anti no mietake. And
yet he aloft happy. In an atitlre•a tO • Bible
elate he spoke of trials and troubles of the
rich and the loads they have to carry. A
yonng laey whispered to a friend that he
might wear • Beneone" Pawing' Planter on his
beet or, better still, divide the money among
the members of OA claws. 1 ;knee know
why her idea aboni the piaater mmikee
Want to laugh, but it dose. All the same
I have seen plenty of people laugh af•er
putting Benson's Flamers on their becks
or chalet', or on spy other eye where there
'VW weielit, he/seine/is, weeknees or pain.
It may be the sharp sushi of neuralgia, the
aches and wrenches of rheumatism ; it may
be colds in mueelee or beton; it may be
those kidney or lembeim thrusts that make
you yell as at • dog bite; or it may •
strain or cramp. anything that wants quiet-
ing and comforting. Dout bother with
waives, liniments, lotions, etc., Of with any
of the stupid eind umlees old style pewter,.
Clap on a Benson's. It relieves at ones
and cures quickly. It step. die pun and
makes you laugh Mr the very ease and good ,
feeling of it. But watch out 'Against im-
itationr and substitutes. All druggists, or
we will prepay_ postage on any number
ordered in the United States on receipt oe
See. each.
fleabury a Johnson, Mfg. Chemists, 11.2.
GERONIMO, ONCE BLOODTHIRSTY, LIST IS COMPLETEDNOW PROMISES HE WILL BE GOOD.
Girtb,S11110 AO MR LOOM TODAY.
(Special to New Era.)
FOBT STILL, Ont., March 21.-
Oeronlmo, the Apache Indian chief. COMMITTEES FCI R
has petitioned the authorities at ELKS' JUBILEE.
Washington to be released from cap-
tivity. For the last 14 years Geroni- I
mo haa been a military prisoner at !
Fort Still. Now at the age of 14), he Excellently Selected.-WIII
has signified his wish to become a
Charge Of Detailsdocile subject of the great father at
Washington. General Frank Arm-
strong of the regular army has been
looking into the question and hat
recommended that Geronimo be pa-
roled and made a citizen. Geronhno
has been free practically, for. several
years now, or ever since his removal
from captivity in the Florida ever-
"(lades to the barracks at Fort Still.
▪ Although under constant surveill-
ance, he has a small farm and re-
°elves $36 a month ait a "government scout," WW1 Geronim) 298 Apaches,
I he remnant of the Ciiiriraus probebly will be released.
Int. no: they are turnabing instruments
Ilust 1;od jtist stilts to jamr vitae. There
ledger or a dltuippoltitt eta about goods
is not a dollar of ha: debts on your
that you. expeeted to 'go up. lint that
have gone down, sir a itwindle of your
longtime,' partner or a trick on the part
of thoae who are in the name kind of
merchandise that you are, lett God in-
tended to overrule f your immortal
help. "tilt." you siay. there is no need
talking that way to
It rime temente). Ify telt says, "17reatt
eorta is bruised bet-mete Ile will not ever
be thrashing it." Blessed he God
for that! lemnd away, 0 flail! Turn
on. 0 wheel! Your work will soon
be done. -Ile will not ever be thrash-
ing it!" Now, the Chrietian has almost
as umeh in the organ for the stop
tremitiant as lie has for the trumpet.
but after awhile he will put the last
dirge into the portfolio forever, So
Me. I don't like notch of us ate le wheat will be sepa-
to be 'emitted and outraged." Neither rnted front so much as In chaff. and
does the corn like t corn thrasher there will be no more need of pound-
, tt,„„msd „„,1 ing. They never cry in heaven be-
t I lietter I come. they hnve nothing to cry about.
mine and corn There are no tears of bereavement. for
you shall have your friends all round
I multi choose /1130111 you. There are no tears of /sor-
b, wittwur to erty because each one sits at the
orother, then It King's table and hes his own chariot
You would of salvation and free neeess to the
werairdhe where princes get their ar-would not hurt.
No tears of sickness. for therenot get sane- ray.
are no pueumonias In the air and no
ninlitrial exhalations from the rolling
river of life and no crutch for the lame
limb and no itplint for the broken arm,
hut the pulses throbbing with the
health of the eternal God in n climate
like our June before the blossoms fall
or our gorgeous October before the
leaves scatter.
The tere Yee the Soul's Wounds&
In that land the souls will tialk over
the different modes of threshing. Oh.
the story of the etaff !bat struck the
fitchea end the rod that beut the cum-
intinand the Iron wheel that went over
the corn! Daniel will describe the
lions and Jonah leviathan and Paul
the eltuwood whips with *bleb he was
ecourged, and Eve will tell Low aro-
matic Eden was the day she left It,
and John Rogers will tell of t he omart
of the dame anti Elijah of the fiery.
teatu that wheeled him up the sky
steeps and Chriat of the numbness and
the paroxysnot and hemorrhages of
the awful crucitizion. There they are
before the throne of God-on tine ele-
vation all those who were strack of
the rod. uu the highest elevation •nd
amid the highest altitedes of heaven
all those who were under the wheel.
Ile will not ever be thrashing it.
-le there not enough salve in thistles*
to ninke a plaster large enough to heal
all your wounds? When a child is burt.
the mother is very apt to say to it,
"Now. It will soon feel better." And
but this," all say: "anything but this."
My hearer, are you not ashamed Kt
be comblaining all this time 'against
God? Who manages the affairs of this
world nayhow? Ix It an infinite !do-
doc or a Sitting Bull savage or an om-
nipotent Nana Sahib? No; it Is the
most merciful and glorious and wise
being in all the universe. You cannot
teach omnipotence anything. Yon have
fretted and worried almost enough.
Do you not think so? aome of you are
making yourselvee ridiculous in the
sight of the angels. Here Is a naval
architect, and lie draws out the plan of
a shlp of many thousand tons. Many
workmen are engaged' on it for a long
while. The ship is done, and some day,
with the flags up and.the air gorgeous
with bunting, that vessel is launched
for Southampton. At that time a lad
six years of age comes running down
the dock with a toy boat which he has
made with hls own jackknife, and he
says: "Here, my boat Is better than
yours. Just look at this jibboom and
these weather crosajack braces." And
he drops his little boat beside the great
ship, and there is a roar of laughter on
the decks! Ale my friends, that great
'hip is your life as God planned it-
vast, million tonned, ocean detained,
eternity bound! That little boat is your
life as you were trying to hew it out
and fashion It aud launch it. Do not
try to be a rival of tbe great Jehovah.
God is always right. and in nine cases
out of ten you are wrong. He sends
juin tile hardships, just the bankrupt-
cies. just the cross that it is best for
you to have. Ile knows what kind of
gruin you are, and he sends the right
kind of thrashing machine. It will be
rod or staff or iron wheel just accord-
ing as you are Males or cummin or
e°.rtgarLuiti. my subject teaches that God
keepe trial on us until we let go. The
farmer shouto "Whoa!" to his horses
as men as the grain is dropped from
the stalk. The farmer comes with his
fork and tosses up the Straw, and he
see* that the straw has let go the grain
and the grain im thoroughly thrashed.
So God. Snifting rod and turning
wheel beth cease as soon an we let go.
We hold on to thin world, with its
pleasures and riches and emoluments,
and our knuckles are so firmly set that
it seems as if we could bold on for-
ever. God comes along with some
thraahtng troubl4 and beats us loose.
We started under the delusion that this
Was a great world. We learned out of
our geography that It wan no tunny
thouland miles in diameter and ee
many miles in circumference. and we
said, "Oh, my. what a world!" Trou-
ble cnme in after life, and this trouble
sliced off one part of the world, and it
has got to be a smaller World and in
some estimations a very insignificant
-world, and it is depreciating all tlie
time as a spiritual property. Ten per
cent off, 60 per cent off, and there are
thoee who would not give 10 cents fer
,this world-the entire world -as a soul
pmeession.
The 'Friendship That Eadares.
We thought that friendship was a
grand thing. In school we used to
write compositions about friendship,
and perhaps we made our graduating
speech on eommencement day on
friendship. Oh. It was a charming
thing! But does it mean as much to
you as It used to? You have gone on in
life, and one friend has betrayed you,
and another friend has misinterpreted
you, and another friend has neglected
you. and friendship comes now some-
times to mean to you merely another
as to grind: So with money. We
thought If a man had a competency he
was safe for all the future, but we
have learned that a mortgage may be
defeated by an unknown previous in-
cumbrance; that signing your name on
tbe back of a note may be your busi-
ness death warrant; that a new tariff
may change the current of trade; that
a man may be rich today and poor to-
morrow. And God, by all these mis-
fortunes, is trying to loomen our grip,
but we still hold on. God sallies with
a staff, but we bold OIL And he etrikes
as with a rod, but we bold on. Aud he
sends over us the iron wheel of misfor-
tune, but we bold on. There are men
who keep their grip on this world until
the last moment, who suggest to me
the condition and conduct of the poor
Indian in the boat in the Niagara rap-
ids, coming on toward tbe fall. Seeing
that he could not eecape, a moment or
too> before he got to the verge of the
plunge he lifted • wine bottle and
drank it off anti then tossed the bottle
into the air. So there are men who
clutch the world, and they go down
through the rnpids of temptation and
sin, and they hold on to the very last
moment to life, drinking to their eter-
nal doom as they go over and go down.
Oh, let go! Let go! The best fortunes
are In heaven. There are no abscond-
ing cashiers from that bank, no falling
In promises to pay. Set your affections
on things stove, uot on things on tbe
earth. Let go! Depend upon It that
Godwin keep upon you the staff or the
rod or the iron wheel until you do let
go.
Another thing my text teaches us Is
_that c,,Watian itorrosr4ipinig 0,10,13r•




"Well," you say. "I
my troublea. I would
troubled." Ali, my
would not Is. trout
choose something slut
aud Ittlienft it hurt it d
titled. Your trial perhaps may be child-
lessnese. You are fend of children.
You say. "Why does tiod semi children
to that other tionsehol
unwelcome mini are
about when I would
in the arms of my aff
".any other trial but
perlinpe may be 11
notice sir a face that
ed, and you say, "I
thing if only I was g
your trial perhape








look I nit." And
• tenitaer,
and you have to 'het it like six un-
broken bones amid the gUnpoWder ex-
plosions vi a great holiday, sod ever
and anon it rtms away with' yon. Your
trial is the asthma. Ion say. "If it
were rheum:111am or neuralgin or ery•
eipelas, hot it Is this matinee and it is
such an exhanstiug thing to breathe."
Your trouble is a husband, eharp. snap-
py and cross about tbelsonteennd rais-
ing a small riot because a batten Is off.
IlOW could you know the button is off?
Your trial Is a wife- ever In contest
with the,servauts. and she Is a sloven.
Though she was very careful ibout her
appettrance in your present.* once. now
site Is carelese, because, she toys, her
fortune is made! Your trial lit.a hard
school lesson you cannot learn, and you,
hare bitten your tinge} nails until they
are a sight,to be,hoki. •
Cemplatahnig Aigaiast Gad.
Everybodv has some vexation or an-
noyance or trial, and he or she thitike that ja what God „„3.50,12„ be enaboo,,
it is the one least adapted. -Anything anus all our trouble in the hush of this
;meat promise, "Weeping may endure
for a night. bat joy;cometh its the morn-
ing." You may leave your pocket hand-
kere.hief sopping wet with tears On
your death pillow. but you will go up
absolutely tiOrrOWlena. They will wear
black, you will wear white; cypresses
for thew, folios for..you. You will Gar
"18 It possible that ain here? Is this
heaven? Am I no pure now I Will nev-
er do anything wrong? Am I PO well
that I will never again be sick? Are
these companionships so firm tbat they
will never again be broken? Is that
Mary? Is that John? la that my loved
one I put away into darkness? Can it
be • tbet these are tbe faces of those
e tio lny no wan and emaciated in the
tut,k r.s.On that awful night dying?
dh. how radiant they are! Look at
them! How radiant they are! Why,
how unlike this place is from what I
thought when I left the world below.
Ministers drew pictures of this land,
but how tame compared ith the reali-
ty! Tbey told uie Ranh that death
was stiueet. No, no! It is stinriee!
Glorioue sunriee: I see the light now
purpling the hills, and the cloud. flame
with the Cowing day."
Then the gates of heaven will be
opened. and the entranced soul, with
tue acuteness and power of the celes-
tial vittion, will look thousands of miles
down npon the baunered procession, a
river of shimmering splendor, and will
cry out, "Who are they?" And the
angel of God, standing close by, will
say, "Do you wet know who they are?"
"No," says the entranced soul, "I can-
not guees who they are." The -angel
will say: "I will tell you, then. wbo
they are. These are they who came out
of great tribulation, or thrashing. and
bad their robes washed and ntade
white the blood of the Iamb."
Would that I could administer some
of these drops of celestial anodyne to
these nervoile and excited soul*. If
you mould take enough of lt, it would
cure all your pangs. The thought that
you are going to get through with this
after awhile, all this morrow and all
this trouble. We shall have • great
many grand days In heaven, but I will
tell you Which will be the grandest day
of all the million ages of heaven. Youl
say. "Are yeti sure you can tell me?"
Yes, I can. It nill be the day we 'pi,
there. Some say heaven la growing
more glorious. I suppose it is. but I
do not care touch about that. Heaven
now Is good enough for me.
Triumphant gad ef Mlafortnaes.
History has no more grandatory
scene than the breaking In of the Eng-
lish army upon Lucknow, India. A few
weeks before a' massacre had occurred
at Cawnpur, and 200 women and chil-
dren had been put In a room. Then
five professional butcbers went in and
Slew - them. Then tbe bodies of the.
slain were taken out and thrown Into a
well. As the English army came into
Cawnpur they went into the room.
and, oh, what a horrid scene! Sword
strokes ou the wall near the floor.
sbowing that the poor things had
crouched when they died, and they saw
also that the floor- was ankle deep In
blood. The soldiers walked on tbeir
heels across it, lest their shoes he sub-
merged of the carnage. And on that
floor of blood there were flowing locks
of hair and fragments of dresses.
Out Locknow they had heard of
the massacre, and the women were
waiting for the same awful death.
waiting amid anguish nntold, waiting
In pain and starvation, tett waiting he-
roically, when, one day, Havelock and
Outram and Norman and Sir David
Baird and Peel, the heroen of the Eng-
lish artuy-litizza for them!-broke in
on that horrid seene, and while yet the
guns were sounding, and while cheers
were issuing (rpm the starving. dying
people on the one side and from the
travel worn and powder blackened poi-
diets on the other, right there, in front
of the king's palace, there was such •
scene of handshaking and embracing
and boisterous joy as would utterly
confound the pen of the poet sad the
pencil of the painter. And no wonder,
when these emaciated women, who had
suffered so heroically for C'brist's sake,
marched out from their incarceration,
one wounded English soldier got up in
his fatigue and w ounds and leaned
against the wall and threw his cap up
and +shouted, "Three cheers, my boys,
for the brave women!" Yes, that was
an exciting scene. But a gladder and No52 St Louis Express... . 9:50a m
more triumphant scene will it be when No,64 St Louis Fast Mail . 9:50 p in
you come up into heaven from the con. No92 Chicago and New Or- _.06
No 56 Hopkinsville Accom. 8:25 p mflicte and incarceration of 
this world, leans Li
tni 6 nt
streaming with the wounds of battle
NOUTH.
and wan with hunger, and while the No 51 St Louis Express.. .. 6:20 p m
hosts of God are cheering their great No 53 St Louis Fast Mail_ 6:05 a m
hosanna you will strike bands of con-
gratulation ami eternal deltveranee In I
No 91 Chicago and New Or-
leans Limited  10:48 p m
the presence of the throb*. On that )11o55 Hopkinsville Accom 6:16 a m
night there will be bonfires on every I NOG 62 and 54 conflict at St Louis
bill of heaven, and there will be 11; for all inoints west.
No 51 connects at Guthrie for Mem-iumination in every palice, and there
phis line points as far south as Erin.will he a eandie In every window. Ah,
and for Louisville, Cincinnatiand the
no! I forget, I forget. They will have
no need of the candle or of sun, for the e"t"
shall reign forever and ever. Hall,
Lord God giveth them light. and they tion at Guthrie for Louisville. CM-
Nos. ha and 56 inake direct connec-
cnodnneeasct
God Almighty:
hail, eons and daughters of the Lord 
ethinenreaotfi.anNd mallropoanindterzmatrltsloi a
forMemphis and way point..
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Have
Of Carnival.
The board of managers of the P.Iks'
Jubilee, Dr. A. E. gently, T. J. Este.
Sam Frankel, S. J. Samuel, A. W.
Henderson, C. S. Jarrett and 'Judge
James Breathitt, have completed the
full list ofeotrunittees to atteud to
the details of the great fair and
Rival.
The committees were seleeted !Kb
care, and it la hard to see how any of




S. J. Samuel T. C. Underwood
Frank Hell M. J. Lowenthal
Ed Stinallhouse George Trice
J. M. Adams N. E. Martin
W, M. Van Deren F Wells
S. W. Hart T. W. Gardiner
Austin Bell W. J. Glover
S. H. Williams E. O. Dent
I). P. Smith L. W. Watkins
A. W. Davis A. L. Corbett
D. E. Bell A. P. Harness
W. N. Mumma E. T. McCarty
Leo Samuels Geo. C. Vernon
W. Pf. Scott Geo. J. Gooch
T. G. Dade R. J. Garrott
Jno. P. Burnett T. J. Nunn
T. N. Fuqua C. E. Miller
R. W. Ogilvie Odie Davie
E. M. Gooch E. M. Carney
L. E. Fowler C. A. Eggleton
R. E. 'Howell L. C. Packard
W. F. Sheridan kJ. B. Jones.
quiet*); AND CONTESTS.
E. B. Long, F. W. Dabney,
I. F. Campbell. W. P. Winfree.Jr.
H. M. Bryan, J. T. Edmunds,
Douglas Bell, H. E: Holton,
A'. O. Littlehakts, Harry Lipatine.
H. W. Tibbs, John Bullard,
A. P. Crotkett, tins Tandy.
J. K. Hoover. C. B. Smith,
R. E. Elgin. S. U. Wooldridge,
E. H. Barker, J: D. Roma, Jr.,
John P. Thotnas, Preston Thomaa,
C. M. Hill. •
ILLUMINATION.
A. H. Anderson. J.0. Littlehalee,
Jobri Feland, W. S. Elgin,
R. E. Cooper, C. A. Thompson.
) A . Sargent. Guy Duncan.
L. H. NIcKee, Feral Schmitt,
J. B. Jackson.
BsCR
Sam Frankel. IV. A. Wilgus.
F. H. Bassett, H. Blumensteil.
James Breathitt, C. S. Jarrett,
(leo. W. Phelps. J. IL Kggleton,
J. T. Wall. .
riltou XIS AND toxin-itrovion.
T. J. Tate,
W. M. Hancock: tAr.Li.MBeonrrtolewi,
A. W. Henderson. Ford Schmitt,
J. It. Galbreath, J. B. Mat ttliews.
entv11.1iii .
J. D., Rusaell, Will Wicks,
Jouett Henry Andrew *argent,
711,AssetnerATtoic exn RATIOS.
W. F. Sheridah, W. A. Wilgus,
S. L. Shirley. T. M. Wooldridge,
PlatRAL u4n4tIte. •
H. M. Bryan, " J. 1::Cer,
I. P. Campbell, .1„ A. IWford,
J no. W. (*Arnett, Jno.T. Edmunds,
A. P. Crockett, E. H. Barker,
J. K. Hooser. 8. P. ooldridge,
If. W. Watts, ' Douglas Bell,
Gus Tandy, W. A Lackey,
J. I). Rusilell,Jr., S. L. Shirley,
BLIES AND INDUSTRIAL PARA lims.
Jno. B. Oalbreatir, T. L. Morrow,
T. Kairleigh.
Ylf..°Nwtc8KleeeY., • Jonet t Henry.
It. Mt:Daniel. E. B. Bassets,
R. E. Cooper,
imeH. GE. INIli'soa. td. J. B. Jackson, I
.11..T. Wall. , W.F. Gram.
J. H. Eggieton, N. Zimmer,
Geo. W. Phelps, C. M. Hill,
T. M..Wooldridge,J. 0. Littlehales.
L. R. Davis,' Ouy Duncan.
C. F. Jarrett ir.111 be chkef marshal
of all parades and Ed D. Jones as-
sistant marshal.
Choice Seed Corn.
Big St. Charles-best ooilling cora
known-very herdy and prolifiC.
Golden Dent. a variety of yellow
corn all farmers should raise to feed
to their stook, matures well in 100
days, stalk low and stocky with ears
low on stalk. It stood the drouth of
1901 better than any other variety in
this section. Price, each Variety,
per bushel. $2. half bushel. $1.25. one-
fourth bushel, 76a.
Reference: Any county official or
this (Hickman) county, and E.
Walker, editor of Clinton Demount*
Clinton. Ky. J.11. FISHER, .
• 'Columbus,
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To get a really good cup
of coffee you'll have to start
back of the actual making;
you'll have to look to ths
roasting and the grinding.
In ARBU OCT RS' jou have
a coffee that's scientifically
roasted, and delivered to you
with all the pores of the bary
hermetically sealed. You're
sure of a good cap of colfea
because all the coffee Salvor
and aroma are kept intact
natil you want k. The fame
of ARBUCKI FS' induced
other coffee packers to put
out imitations of it. Them
imitations cost the grocer
(and you) a cent a pound
less than ARBUCKI.BS'.
But don't be tempted to buy
a package of some other




for it is actually less acne-
sive than the cheap kind;
goes further--besides being
better savored, more satis-
fYina•
You will find a list of need wi-
der hi ascii package of Arbeddes'
Coffee. A definite past of mo ef
them articles becomes yam wins
you boy the coffee The am yea
select from the list wal be sent mo
on condition that yos send So oar
Notion Department a =tab eambor
et signoras cat from dm wagiele.
ARBUCKLE BIOS.
Modems Dept










A Good Sct of Talk $5.
A Gold Crown, - - - $5.00
Teeth Extracted Positively
Without Pain, 25 Cents.
Crown and Bridge Work a specialty. You tr!li pay
incre elsewhere buryou trill not get better work no Vatter -
what you pay.
All Work Guaranteed. Give Us a Call.
SUMMERS BUILDING, UP STAIRS.
Cor Main & Court, Hopkinsville, Ky.




We have just received a fine line
benefit of this.
goirg to give our customers the
of Buggies bought cheap. We are
It you need a vehicle of any kind
get our prices before buying: We
-will sell you the best grade buggies
for less money than is frequently










The Best on the Market.
and.prices !-o low any one can af-
ford to buy a 8,1'0 class job.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
c/I°6*-*********** •
Harness and Saddlery,
2 1" 111-1 s•tr;.et.
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I of the earnpus. After the farce there was a cha
Bartley and lone Sows, who were .
ad exclusively above grade floors as
The "Aetna" tennis club bas begunI leiliage.rade contest in which Misses Patty
i work on its court. Boarding houses where notlran. -
among the town girls invited, tied
'lent guest are :taken.Ringling Bros. Mammoth Since the weather is favorable for
i for the prize, a box of dainty note-







The Kentucky and Tennessee. board
of underwriters has issued a list of
exceptions to the 96 per cent increase
in fire insurance rates which went
into effect in Hopkinsville and else-
wbere last week. There are 16 items,
bit the cost does not by any means
coveT the bulk of insurance.
lFhe business .men of the city ari-
very much dissatisfied with the ac-
tion raising the rates, and their feel-
ing in the matter will find expression
In a vigorous protest. Petitions are
being prepared and will be circulated
anlong the merchants and tobacco
men. These are addressed to the No
Kentuisky and Tennessee board and
urge that body to restore the former





on Earth are the Celebrated CHAMPION.
THE NEW CHAMPION
LOCK'LEVER SIZE DUN
This Can Be Seen at
• YOUNG'S
Hardware and
bapco dealers are particularly dis-
pleased. They had been given to
understand that tobacco rates would
Military Polonaise . Chopin
Mho' Polly Ciraves. 
no E be affeeted, having already been
Vslse jimA fit   Chopin logo,
Implement House.
0th Street, HopKinsville, Ky.
considbuerat bitlyte
lickreeillsrned 





FOR JUBILEE HAS BEEN
RECEIVED.
Creat Event Will Be Lavish-
ly Advertised All Over
This Region.
The Elks' Jubilee will be exten-
sively advertised within a radius of
,fifty miles of Hopkinsville. A large
shipment of strikingly handsome pa-
per has been received from the Don-
aldsonLithograph Comapny,of New-
port, Ky., and this will be generous-
ly distributed where it will do the
most good throughout this region.
Jo a few days billboards, dead
walls, and fences all over the county
will be bright with Jubilee pictures,
posters and bills.
The Elks have arranged to print
notices of the great carnival on the
backs of all envelopes furnished by
the business men of the city. Thous-
ands of envelopes bearing these at-
tractive announcements have been
mailed out of the city in the last day
or two. This has always been a fa-
vorite way to boom big events, and
the merchants are glad to Co-operate
in this plan with the Elks. There
spirited citizen should objbet to hay-
ing' the advertisement on the back of
his house's envelopes, and by the
cud of-the week it is likely that
nearly every letter that goes out
from the city will carry the person
to whom it is addressed a cordial in-
vitation to attend the Jubilee. The
announcements are worded as fol-
lows: "Six White and l'urple
Days! Elks Jubilee Street Fair and
Carnival! Hopkinsville. Ky.. May
19, 90, 21, 22, 23, 24. The Pennyrile's
Greatest Gala Event! 23-Big Shows-
SO! Electric Theatre, Ferris Wheel,
(Hass Blowers, Streets of India,
Vaudeville .Shows, Poses Plastique, •
Moving Pictures, Hindoo Magicians, I
Trained Animals, Temple of Illu-
sions, Mysterious Miss Jones. The I
Wild Children, Brass Bands, Streets I
of Cairo. VI-Free Attractions !-23."
1
•••••.,,W,NeNIWWISI
Definite arrangements have been The Y. W. C. A. met Tuesday af-
at Kentucky College for a
number of contests for the field ,day
in May. ,There will be a competi-
tive drill, a sham battle, Wee ball
game, tug of, war, tennis and basket
ball contests, shoe, egg. potato and
hurdle races, etc.
Donntll Carney. the well drilled
young private,for the third time won
the medal in the competitive drill
Wednesday afternoon.
The Y. M. C. A. has posted the
subject, "Physical Development as a
Necessity to Spiritual Develop-
The "Senior Club" will bold He
regular meeting in the parlor, 'Tues-
day afternoon.
The -Junior Club rendered the fol-
lowing pleasing prograni Wednesday
afternoon:
Vocal Solo . Priv. s. I . Smith'
Read ing . . Priv. Califs
Quartett ...Misses Gooch and And-
derson and Corp. Stanfield and
Music Corp. Iiclo".tien
Priv. Marshall
Speech i ' bell
ternoon. The motion was made and
carried to contribute to the expenses
of the traveling secretary.
Miss Edith Allen has returned to
school. She was called home on ac-
count of the illness of her grand-
father who passed away Wednes-
day. AU the girls extend to her
their symPathy.
Misses Mabel Hue and Mary
Wright attended the candy pulling
given by Mr. George Long to his
Sunday School class. In the Bible
contest of the evening, Miss Hine
'we- the prise, a bouquet of pink
ca ations.
s'ne Kalosetic Society met as usu-
al on Friday afternoon.
All business having been attended
to, the following program was
rendered:
Creole Love Song Edgar, B. Smith
Miss Ida Schaefer.
Valise in C sharp minor .... Chopin
Miss Mary White.
My Jean Mac Dowell
Mimi Drake.
could be no reason why any -public The senior debating society de-
bated the question, "Resolved, That
the tax paying woman should be al-
lowed to vote." The negative side
BIGGEST CIRCUS
Here's good news for the small
boy and his sisters and his cousins
and his aunts. Ringling Brothers'
great circus, the biggest in America, '
will include this part of the state in
its tour this summer, and a letter re-
ceived this morning by the•New Era!
from the managetnent indicates that
Hopkinsville will be visited. ,
SENTENCES IMPOSED
cases arising from time embezzlement
of Cuban postal funds have reselted
in the following sentences:
C. F. W. Neely, ten years' impris-
onment and to pay a line of $68,701.
College N o es
Of Local Interest.
e
AT S. K. C.
Won.
The junior debating society dis-
cussed the question, "Resolved That
the U. S. government should own
and control the railroads. telephone
and telegraph lines of the U. S."
The affirmative won.
A very exciting gametk basket
ball was played in the trilEri., Jsasium
Saturday night by the two 't sms of
young ladies.
The young ladies Secret Society
had a short meeting Saturday even-
ing.
The senior base' ball team has
made arrangements to play seiferal
match games in the near future.
The "Saratoga" tennis club has
finished a nice new court in the edge
they are being instructed in extended
order drill.
'Iwo more instruments have been
added to the S. K. C. string band.
The Kodak club has received two
new members this week.
Mrs. A. C. Kuykendall and Lieut.
Anderson have returned from • visit I
to her father in Nashville, who has
I been quite
AT B. F. C-
Miss Ethel Frost. songht to renew policies that the new
It was one of the most delightful mien were also applicable to tobacco. I
programs we have ever had, each Complaint about the raise is gen-
1
one having carefully _ prepared her erio.
number. I The list of exceptions follows:
Ms very encouraging to have oar t. . Whisky in warehouses, ware-
teachers take so much personal in- 
ho4iise buildings and storage, charges
terest in our work. This interest as on distillery premises only.
shown by Misses Newman, Drake 2. All sprinkled risks, except to-
and Eades is largely the secret f°- woo and department store stocks.
Our allOdells. 4. All mapufacturing risks and
Invitations were sent around Sat- (Aber special hazards which have
urday by the girls of Mrs. Edmund been rated under Approved schedule
Harrison's and Miss Newman's ta- within teelve months.
blee to be present in the chapel that 4. Alms houses. infirmaries and
evening.
Mild Newman, in her clover way, hol514.1)itBarli'c'k bank and office buildings
had gotten up a farce, The Elixir of ocoLupled exclusively as such, and
Youth. Misses Georgiaitushing, Jess bank and office furniture and fixtures
sie Garrott Elizabeth Wilson, Katie contain therein.
Hoge and Myrtle Golladay took the 6. All brick and trains mercantile
parts. biiildings and contents when occupi-
paper. 
;. Bridges.
. Brick mercantile store building.
The guests were then taken to the
O. Builders and ,e'rpenters risks.
gymnasium, which had been tastily •
I I. Churches
arranged. The refreshments served
IL Convents.
were oranges with whipped cream ,
18. Dwelling houses and contents.
and vanilla wafers. The remainder
of the evening was spent in playing 4. Private barns and stables and
games. tents.
S. School houses and colleges of
ali kinds.
WomanlyBeauty Court houses anti all otherstate, county or municipal buildings.
, Spark ling Eyes & Bright Faces used exclusively as such.
are the serum of Sound Nerves. - i 
Inge i nice shade trees. This proper- .... . qed. . .tst in opitinsville, well located. 'Feather Facts. 
,
In The Notorious Cuban ••• Tonic sad Vitalizer 
 ty will be sold at a bargain.
HIN.Dun The Greet French Nerve Florida The only 
vacant lets on West side of
According to the census figures on cures nervous esbonsuoa, Hysteria. Dizsi- Professional Cards 
We have the following , Main St. for sale at a low brice
Postal Cases. new headache, backache and Female weak ' 
IfilitIS that we will sell at low price Elegant lot tent9IX) ft. on Jesup aye-
poultry,Kentucky heads in the num- sew so oommoo attending the monthly i ..........-..........--........---............---.....-........-........-...•
. 'or exchange for farming land in this flue. Good home with 4 large rooms,
(Special to New Era., I ber of ;geese, while Iowa is first in P.11°d." 
section: 361 acres in Pasco county, 2 porches, cistern outbuildings, shade
HAVANA. March 26.—The trials airs. 
Passing through trying change tir• Ittinter Wood.
Hunter Wood til Son.
H cuter Wood Jr 120 acres in Pasco county, 900 acres and fruit trees. Price $1,400.
before the Audencia court of the will dad li a 
wonderful reHef and 
b fi i  Hernando county 180 acres in
chickens and Texas first in turkeys. 'LO from Girlhood to WomanhoodA elegant farm of 115 acres of
it quiets and strengthen. the nerves, clean- Attys-at-Law. 
Hillsboro county. One of the above land, on good public road, in one of
i 





Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
Mow To Find-Oat.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
W. H. Reeves, ten years' impris- water and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
onment and to pay a fine of 236,518.
Estes 0. Rathbone, ten years' itn-




For the above occasion the Illinois
Central railroad will sell round trip
tickets to Dallas, Texas, on April
18, 19 and 20, at rate of $15.40. Return
tickets will be limited to leave
Dallas not later than Apri130, except
by depositing ticket with joint
agent at Dallas on or before April
30, and payment of fee of 60 cents, an
extension of limit to May lb, may be
secured.
E. M. Sitsawoon, Agent.
Confederate Veterans'
Reunion.
Dallas, Tex., April ?Ai to 26th, round
trip $15.40 via. the L. & N. IL R.
Tickets will be on sale April 18, 19
and 20. limited to return May 2nd.
By depositing tickets with joint
agent at Dallas and payment of a fee
of 60 cents an extension will be gran-
ted until May 15.




tion of thc kid-
neys: if it stains




pass it or pain in
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad-
der are out of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed. that Dr. Kihmtr's Swamp-
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfilis every
wish in curing rheumatism, pan in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
It, or bad effects following use of liqt. Jr,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extra-
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root Is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
if you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$1. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful discovery
and a book that tells
more about it, both sent
absolutely free by mail.
Address Dr. Kilmer & gosse rresakettoes
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing men-
tion reading this generous offer in this paper.
1.0• the blood, clears the brain and Tones up
toe whole system. Makes • woman be
young and feel young. tries foe, If boxes








(Ave. relief at once.
It eleanses. soothes
and heals the dis-
eased membrane.
It cures catarrh and
drives sway a cold
in the head (quickly.
It ts absorbed. Heals
and prot•cts the 
• r60Membrane Restores Ilk.
Office in Hopper Block, upstairs
over Planters' Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE : KENTUCKY.
farSpecial attention to cases in
Batik ruptey.
GMARRH EDWARD S. LONG,
Attorney-at-Law.'
Patents, Copyiiglits and Trade
Marks. Office in Bush building,
Coort:Square, Hopkinsvillef Ks-. .
LON HEA
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full wise bec;
trial size Pie: at druggists or by mall.
ELYIBROTHERS
MI Warren Mt. New York
Going To
BUILD?
If you are thinking of build-
ing in the near future it will
pay you to see my plans and
get my prices on
Complete Plans and
Specifications
Can save you money on building.
JAS. L. LONG
Office in Ragsdale & Cooper building
Main St., Propkintiville, Ky. Tele-
phone No. 187.
the best neighborhoods in South
finest yellow pine, and another is Chrietian, convenient to posterns*,







further description, etc., tee us. and hall bern,good
One of the most desirable houses stables and cow house, bu
in the city for boarding house; cen-
trallv located. convenient to busi- house,
2 new eabins,:, smoke
' fence.' e young
mess and depots within one square orchard. grapes. -rasp-berries and
of Main St. 2 Hides strawberries,pletity of water, very,
Good farm of 180 aertefe,od ;house desirable, will be sold cheap and on
from ilennetstown Ky. easy terms.
*rooms, tenant house, good well, Some beautiful vacant lots on Wed-





of desirable farming landh e 2i4x110 feet,40 acres in fine timber, 
!nu
A. C. Layne, 
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches 
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly timbered, 10 miles from - Howell,
and on good road. Ky. price $5.00 per acre.
e I e C t ro-Magnetic e buNilidee cottage, 
and Broad streets'. 7 rooms, good Out-
on corner of Brown
:.gaiii.
borhood of Howell, Ky.-, at a great .
fine farm of 282 acres in. neigh-Osteopathy and
Treatment on reasonable terms.
in s, cistern, etc. Cheap and
' Very desirable suburban residence,
All curable diseases successfully I 
resSitreikicoeffogt•()odgalse, asttogroode hotous,ernargi house two stories, 8 rooms, tfew and
in good repair, about 7 acre* of land.treated, both acute and chronic. L. & N. R. R. First-class paying
Consultation and examination free. business. nicp location, good n,eigh- 
just outside the city limits on one of
the best street
Office (fish Block corner Ninth and venient, residence 8 rooms, water 
A nice residence at Caaky, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
Main streets. . I Works and modern improvements,
ten acres of nice ground with reed- 
two room office in yard; good
i servants house, large geed ice house,
dence, good TOSSOliti for selling.l large stable and carriage house andResidence, 5 rooms, ettible, earn- all necessary out buildings; splendid
age house and all necessary outbuild- trees, never failing
ings good cistern and orchard. Two :shade mid fruitcistern; convenient to de-
acres of land adjoining South Ken- I well' 
good
zit, school and church; 5 miles from
tucky College; $100. Will sell this 1 opkinsville with good pike nearly
place at low price and on easy terms. I Ilthe whole distance. Splendid locat-
ion for a doctor.
An elegant farm of 12() acres on
Cox Mill Road 4 miles frogeT4Hopkin-
svWe; well improved,.
lag, ll rooms, stables, grannryd, wcoelrni-
and all necessaryout houses; first
condition.
elailliVallau: e store room on Main
Female diseasee a speciolty. 1
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand,
and we invite those who want to buy Or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the bushiest' and will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge; and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property wit hout cost to them
Come to see us if you want to ifell, it costs yoti nothing if you fail.
A splendid farm of 210 acres on etc., everything in good repair.
turnpike road 5S miles from Hop- Complete bet of farming implements
kinsville- New eight room dwelling go with the place.
with three rehes, well arranged 1 Farm of 406 acres of fine land in li
with hot an cold water, bath tub, mile of mill, post office and church.
water closet, etc. 2 good stock barns, Splendid house of ten rooms, large
granary, cabins, Ac., with windmill, stable, 7 cabins for hands. 3 large
branch of never failing water through tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,s,
the farm. All under good wire fence good orchard. Farm 4 good oondi-
and in a high state of cultivation and tion and very productive. Will be
in excellent neighborhood. A model sold at a bargain.
stock farm. Will be sold cheap.' I Good farm rxt acres out Nashville
Farm of 270 acres in Caldwell Co.. road, 7 miles from Ho kinsville and
Ky., 4 miles from Scottsburg and 3 miles from Pembro .e. good two-
I. C. R. R. and 8 miles from Prince- story brick dwelling. 6 rooms, good
ton Ky. This farm has a good frame well, 3 large new barns, stables and
dwelling 10 rooms, good stock barn. granary. This farm will he sold at a
tobacco barn, granary, good out low price and on easy terms.houses, 2 good wells and fine spring, Large two-story house and two100 acres of the land is in fine large acres of ground fronting on first
White Oak timber. good street and running back to the river.
A splendid farm of SO acres, 136 acres of land 8 miles from town
dwelling with 8 rooms, stable, tobacco near Princteon -road, dwelling, two
barn, apple and peach orchard. extra tobacco barns and otiser out build-
fine well, good cistern, plenty of ingu price 0 per acre.
stock water, walled cellar, land ter-Good residence on corner of Main
tile and in a high state of cultivation. and let streets, fronting 80 feet on
On public road within 2 miles of Ora- Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
cey Ky. Will be sold at a bargain rooms, good cistern.stable and net-
176 acres of land with improve-mentscessary out-buildings. For sale.
4 miles from Hopkineville on 86 acres of fine land just outsideMadisonville road. Cheap $121/°' toll-gate on Palmyra ruad.$82 per acre
A beautiful honie; two zloty brick I 3 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
ern conveniences; everything new
residence; 8 rooms; In-
room with bath fixtures and all mods,
hail and ix" atobornunit.300 acres Will be converted i
to two or three tracts. Sold on easy
and in excellent repair; house piped A nice cottage on 4th St-four
for water and gas. and wired for
cellar, cistern, sta- houses and cistern. price 90.
rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-electricity;
--








borhood, churchea and school ,con-
Elegant two story residence on
comer of 14th and Campbell streets,
fronts 82% fe et on Campbell street
by 186 feet to alley, house has 8 rooms
and all necessary outbuildings, nice
shade trees, fine garden and grape
arbor.
Well improved suburban place
with 18 acres of ground, house 5
rooms, good cistern, stable, poultry street. One of the best business loos-
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mere we see of this d
epartment the
more we fall in love 
With it. We
like it because it is 
a Va.luable in-
crease in our business 
and we like it
because it makes more 
friends for
our house than any
 other depart-
ment.
We have more:to at
tract the ladies
in this department 
for the coming
season than we have 
ever shown be-
fore. Here are a few
 of . the many
chances we offer the 
ladle.. to save
money:
Ladies' fine all wool 
light and dark
Castor Suits, silk 





















all colors, worth $
7. for.
Special bargains in 
unlined Walking







ed at $10 to 820.
Big line of Cotton 
Coverts, blue and
black duck and pol
ka dots Ladies
Skirts, made well and
 with flounce
at 75c and up.
Ladies' Percale Shirt
 Waists at 3o
and 50c.
Beautiful line White 
Lawn Waists,




latest cuts at $1.50 to 
$2.
Beautiful line fancy a
nd black Silk
Waist-8 at 83.50 to 
85.50.
Big line Ladies' Per
cale and Calico






And you will come n
earer getting
there than if you had not 
set it. 60%
increase over any previ
ous year was
our recohl for last year. 
25% over
last year is our mark For 
this, and by
the magic of the power to
 "unilerbuy
and undersell ;" by the 
influence and
support of thousandrof 
loyal friends
and by the conscientiou
s, intelligent
efforts of our employes, w
e know we
will reach the mark we
 have set.




We have nothing but n
ew dress
goods to sell. Everything 
that bore
the dust:o1 1901 is gone 
and we have
nothing but bright, fresh, n
ew dress
goods on our shelves, with 
the latest
creations in trimmings, 
selected by
an artist, to match-and 
harmonize
with each particular shad
e and fab-





Every one ifnows how sta
ples in
cotton goods have advanced
 in the
Last month. We bought 
all our
staples long (iefore the:advan
ce came
and markel them according
 to our
system-"of when they are 
marked
-they cannot be changed," so
 today
we are selling, b rapier', such
 as do-
mestiC,s, shoetings, etc., at ju
st what
they are costing today.
Matting..
We offer a great saripty of pat-
terns in all qualities, from the chea
p-
est that's good to :the best t
hat's
made, and beg to remind you th
at




Every pair of shoes that goes out
of our house has the workmans
hip
guarantee and if they rip or the so
le
comes off we expect you to brin
g
them back and have them repair
ed
free of charge. .
Knox Samples.
The wearers of fine hats will he
glad to know that we will ha
ve
Knox entire line straw samples.
There are one hundred styles in 11%,
7 and 7.11, only. ;Worth 43.00, $4
.00
and $5.00. Go at 13 off.
Sample Hats.
Every man who has ever bought
one Of our half (price sample hats
conies back for the second one. We
have a new lot; 150 styles; every
shape, color and in sizes 117i 7 and
7. Worth $3 to $5, at half price.
Tobacco Canvass.
We have a limited amount of to-
bacco canvass left that was bought
before the rise in cotton. We will
sell good quality canvass, worth to
-
day 3c for 2c; the best made worth
81Ac for 2cS.
Clothing Department.
"High Art" Suits for men




Fine all wool worsted Suits
-pattern like samples en-




Big lot mens and young
mens spring weight suits;
carried over from last sea-
son; one or two suits of a
kind; some of the finest
suits in our stock; go at half
price.
15 young mens sample
I suits, 15 to 18 years, finest
goods, late styles, 7 50worth 12.50, for  a
KNEE SUITS.'
Big line in all the new
things, single breasted coats,
round corner, belt to rnatth,











tern, splendid wearing 
goods,
regular 3.00 kind 2 00
at  
•
Dutchess Pants are be
tter
,this season than eve
r, better
because we have better 
grades
than ever ; big line, new
 pat
tern3, at 2.00 to 500
Pretty patterns in Perc
ales
-in mens and boys 
Shirts,




know-known as the best,"
1.50 to 2.00
Our own "Special" Neg-
ligee Shirt, fine madras,
pl tin and plaited bosom at-
tached and detached
I 00cuffs, at a
NOXANY SHIRTS.
.Anderson's Noxany .work
Shirt is the best shirt made
for a neat work garment in













worth 25c at  I 9c
Elegant linu fancy and
black stripe and open work
half hose,




Mens fine cambric thin-
stitched Handkerchiefs, gn
for tal
Beautiful quality at IOC
Fine sheer Linen Hem-
stitched at lbc end 25c.
Shoe Department
Mens finest custom made vici
 and Pat 5,00 6,00
vici, lace and button at. 
Mer.s fine pat vici, Oxf
ords




 -6 50in vici, velour, box
calf; all toeQ custom made, for 
The best 3 00 shoe made for men,
 box, calf and 2„50
vici, for 
A fine soft vici shoe, all toes, lace 
and congress. for 2.00
Old Mans Comfort, a kang. calf sh
oe, pump sole, 1,50
wide toe, at 
Boys shoes in vici, and pat kid, at 
1 50 to 3 00
Ladies Shoes and Slippers
Finest Dongola and Pfit Kid turn
and welt soles, 00 1ace
boots at  and4.00
The improved 1.99 shoe; new last.
liew stuck and new styles, 
the best shoe in the world
for the money.
One, two and three strap 
dongola sandals, turn sob s, $2
Ideal pat kid sandals, two 
strap.
-6 00
tw'n strap and colonial
ties, Louis heels, 2.50, 
‘‘.
Finest doogola and pat ki 1
 lace
and button oxfords, turn 
and
welt soles Louis or mil- 9 gn
itary h.-els at 2 50 to OM)
Fine don1,()18, turn oxfords,
lace, at .
Dry Goo
Everything that's new is to be
found in our Dry Goods department.
Nothing but bright, new, fresh goods
--and moderate prices will greet you
when you visit this department. For
weeks our buyers tramped New York
over looking for the right things at
the right prices and now the stock is
all in and we are ready for you to
say whether or not they found them.
You'll be surprised to know that we
sell a ladies heinstitched cambric,
handkerchiefs at lc, a pure linen
hemstitched handkerchief at 5 cts.
and an elegant linen h'dk'f. at Wets.
A line black hose, slight mill imper-
fections, worth 26 cts. at 19 cts. A
good bleached under vest at 5 eta.,
and a real fine lace open work one,
tape trimmed, at 10 cts. The choice
of 50 patterns of Dimity, worth 12;ic
at 813c, and the finest sheer India
linen worth 26c at 12Ne yd.
The Best is the
Cheapest.
Not how cheap but how good cloth-
ing can we sell at a cheap price has
been our motto. The making in a
$10 suit cost about the same as that
in a $12.50 suit, so when you buy a
$12.50 suit from us you may know
that the increased cost is put in the
material and that you are getting
Just $2.50 more value than is in a
$10.00 Suit. For this reason we have
made the greatest effort of our, liy,es
to raise the standard of our clothing
and at the same time keep the price
at a moderate figure. We invite
your especial attention to our line
$12.50, $15.00, $17.50 and $20.00 suits.
The material is of the very best, the
patterns are right up t. the minute,
the style and tit-, well they're
made by the celebrated High Art
tailors, and that's a guarantee that
means something. Ther clothes
made our store famous years ago.
and they are better now than then.
Let us show you these suits. ,Try
on a coat or two and you'll never
want to pay $40.00 for another. suit.
HandKerchtefs
It was "dog luck" that we were in
New York on a particular day in
February when the entire stock of a
certain; handkerchief manufactur-
er was thrown on the market. We
were one of the very few who got in
on this and the prices we quote tell
the whole story; A ladies' good
cambric hemstitched handkerchief
for 1 cent; a ladies' pure linen hem-
stitched handkerchief for 5 cents; an
elegant one for 10 cents, and the fin-
est sheer linen handkerchief for 25
cents. Men's good cambric handker-
chief, full size, at Scents; a beautiful
quality at 10 cents: a man's good
linen handkerchief at 15 cents, and




"As we live, we grow" is our mot-
to and when we say this is our third
season in millinery there is a wealth
of meaning in it. Our trimmer has
remarkable taste and has had three
Big line oxfords, in intect,toe 
50o, at 75C, 1.00, 1 25, 1.
seasons in the swellest pattern de-
partments of New York. Ladies
 who are very particular about being
-right up to the minute", in style
will do well to advise with her before
buying. Our patterns were the talk
of the town last year; this year they
will be the "pace-setters" for this
whole section. A cordial invitation
is extended to every one to visit our
millinery department whether they




.Finest Tailor Made Suits-
tiibson
Cut-beatlfully tailored-
At $20 to $30.
Fine All Wool Tailor Suits, s
ilk




Pure Wool Covt-rt Skirt un-
hued. taili•r-niade, good value at
 r7.:o•
For *5.00.
;special values in Walking. Skirt
s
At $3.56 and $4.25.
Silk Dress Skirts, elaborately tall
-
At $10 to $20.
Wash Skirts in Coverts. l'hiue
,
Blue and Black Duck ,all with flounc
e
At 75c and Up.
•
PETTICOATS.
Matchless line tine Silk Lustre S
a-
teen Petticoats, at $1, 51.5
0 and
up to $3. Made yoke fitting at waist
,
-black and black and white s
tripe.
Finest Silk Petticoats at $6.50,
86.50 and 88.50.
WAISTS.
Colored Percales in Neat, Pretty
Figures
At 30 and 30 eta.
Beautiful line Mercerized Chain
-




Big line White Waists--all over
fronts, plaited and plain fronts, sur
-
plice neck or high, turned dow
n
tucked collars,
At $1.25 to $3.50.
Elegant Silk Waiats, Applique
Trimmed or Accordian Plaited fronts





show several Easter costumes and a
variety of Jackets. Our lady patrons
will always find something of inter-
est in our paper pattern department.
The Standard Patterns are seam-al-
lowing and absolutely reliable. Our
pattern department is in charge of
Miss Witty, ,sviio will gladly give
you any information desired. Call
for the fashion sheet. It is to be had
for the asking.
Negligee Shirts.
With each succeeding year negli-
gee shirts grow in popularity. This
year they will be better than ever
and we have them in every concei
v-
able pattern, shade and grade from
a good fast color percale with de
-
tached cuffs at 50c, our own special
brand in fine Madras at $1.00 detach
-
ed or attached cuffs to Manhattan
s.
The best known and known as t
he
'best as 1,1.50 and $2.00, . in plain- or






and Company, I 
Pearl Buttons.
We are in direct touch with a1
. 
Pearl Button Manufacturer and a
re
able to make the unheard of price o
f








only tin can In




right of oar "Mtn
handle large quan
get a chance at
The other day a
in Boston was left
men's tine box calf
shoes on his hands.
shoe as we have
thought it a ba
„ turer Mita us that
few people who
handle 720 pairs







business is the •




























































































































































e & Co., of
red last month
f to the rolls got
g was uninjured.
marine insurance
cause for the ship-




at 'prices that en-
Fine cotton wa; p
tterns, worth 25e
1116e grade at 2Se;




the wear or looks
not be classed as per-
e have a ease each of
boas, in fine black,
rth 26c for 19c.
Dimity sample we
come in 60 patterns,
. west 1902 patterns.
at 1234c, as long as
C.
ure wool covert cloth
Beady Made depart-
made and is the hi:4-
'0mo "The World's
,wheat, cattle, mules,
thing you have to
by not buy one of
Art" Suits at $12.50,
or $90.00, they are 
the
best and better than
ever came from a





• In this way we dep'ended on mak-
ing 
1902 Way. .
It has been our custoin to wait till
the end of each season to put the
price on Clothing that was carried
1 over from die former semen.
the price so cheap thal a custo-
mer would buy whether he needed a
suit or not and lay away for a future
ROOF!, will appeal to all frugal buyers andSTORES UNDER ONE
at the same time do away with the
time-worn saying that "nothing is
Ian for 1902 and one that we know
use. We are going to adopt a new
cheap that is needed for the future."'
So we are going to start the "mason
with a cut sale on carried ovet suits
in men's and boys. These suits are
elegant, fine worsteds and caasemeres
—the finest goods we have in the
house and there is nothing the mat-
ter with them except they were car-
ried frotn last season and that means
they must go. We have placed
these suits on a counter to themselves
and have cut the price all the way
from 25 to 50% and we dare any man
who needs a spring snit to come and








This store excels itsel
f in its splendid ambi
tion to aid in maki
ng this the greatest
shopping season that
 Hopkinsville ever saw. 
The Dashing, Sparkl
ing Silks, the Glorious
New Wash Fabrics, t
he Variegated Harmonie
s of the Dress Goods
, the Daintiness of Be
au-
teous Millinery, the S
mart, Swagger Styles of 
the New Clothing, 
the Archness of the
Spring Footwear, E
legant Laces, Exquisite 
Neckwear and the fa
cinations of thousands
of other things with
 which THE BIG STORE
 is radiant, combi
r to give it a charm
, a
freshness and power t
hat vividly emphasize 
its right to be c lie
d "HOPKINSVILLE.'S
GREATEST STORE." 
We request the favor o
f a careful reading 
of this paper and in-
vite a close compariso
n of Prices, Styles and
 Quality of our stock.
...Dry Goods Manumit• • •
Everything That's New Is T
o Be Found Here!
Dress Goods.
Beautiful quality Voile in fancy
 at 
Elegant quality Black Mistral, 4
4 inches wide, 9 t
Ail shades and black in Lausdo
wn at. 
Silk Grenadine- black, black an
d white
and I.avendar at  




Immense line Taffeta and Peau-d
e-Soie Silks,
all Colors and black, good 903 
and $1 value, 75c-90c
Every conceivable color and pa
ttern in
Satin Fourlards, at. 
85c
Fine Sheer Dimii.y,this sprin
g patterns wth 124 at 813C
The best Brow Domestic
Special (10 's dslitmosaibeluestommearle at 4cyd
Hosiery.
Fine black lace stripe Hose, fast 
black, worth 20c for 121/2
Fine black open work stripe ho
se,
slight mill imperfection, worth
 26c,
for 19c.
Special value in black lace, ope
n
work, white soles, wctth 35c a 
pair,
for 25C.
Big line black and white ope
n
work lace stripe and fancy ho
se at
50C to $1.50.
Full line Misses and Children'
s




Special value ill Oil Red Ta
ble Damask et 36c
Big value in 72 in. bid Tabl
e Damash worth 75e for 50c
Finest bleached Table Dama
sk, worth 1.75, for • • $1 .25
Special value in Napkins at 
50C, 75C and $1 doz
Dress Trimmings.r 
Every piece of T mming i
n our stock was bought to
match some particular patte
rn in dress goods. No f
ear
about not getting trimmin
gs to harmonize here.
Mattin.gs.
Good Cotton Warp Mattings 
carpet patterns
A regular 35c grade for 
A cheap good China Matt
ing at 







A 3 1-2 yd 54 inch Lace f
3urtain worth 1 50 for
A 2 3-4 yd Curtain for 
3 3 8 yd 54 inch Curtain,
 worth 3 00 for 
A 4 -ard Curtain, worth 
4 00 for 
A beautiful lit e of $5 and 







Good quality Cambric H
emstitched at
Pure Linen Hemstitched f
or 
An elegant line of itemst
itched at 
Beautiful Sheer Linn at 
Chffon Boas 
Elugant assortment Chiti
on Boas. black and
and white large and fluffy 








Ours is the only Millin
er in this section who 
goes to New York e
very season. Every-
thing that's NEW in Ne
w York is found here. 
We have no rent. no
 extra expense, to pay,
in this department, s
o we can sell Millinery
 much cheaper th
an we could if we were
 not
running this departm
ent in connection with
 our other busines
s.
J. H. ANDERSON & COMPANY.
SEE NEXT PAGE
HopKinsville, Ky.
Froin our stock in which bargains
abound, we have picked out three
that we think will convince you that
our claim to the leadership in value
giving is an established fact. We
endose three samples and ask that
you consider them carefully, take
them where you will, compare the
quality and price, and if our reputa-
tion suffers, then it's our loss and
you've learned that We have been
foolit,g you a long time. Sample
No. 1 is a fine pure wool worsted, as
good as the best. It comes in men's
and boys' suits. It happened this
way— Oh, well, it's the same old
story and you don't care h
ow we got
ithem, but they are worth $10.00 a
suit' anywhere in this wide, wide
world. We sell the men's suits at.
$7.50 and the boys' at $6.60. Six
styles to select from.
Sample No. 2 is the finest sheer
India Linen, full yard wide, a good
value at 25 eta. As long as 2.010 yards
will last at 12!,2cts.
Sample No. 8 is a beautiful quality
Dimity, fifty different patterns to
select from. You'll not find the
same patterns elsewhere. Regular
price 12,, eta, Choice of fifty pat-
terns for 83.3e.
- -.OP. • ..111111.-- - -
Money Back •
Insures Satisfaction.
In every department from cellar
to garret of the "Big Store" there's
not an article sold that does not bear
the positive guarantee of satisfac-
tion. We turn the "calcium light of
common sense" on every transaction.
We know that a dissatisfied custom-
er will never return to give us a sec-
ond trial and we know just as well
that a thoroughly; satisfied custome
r
will never think of any place but the
old store, when: everything is mark-
ed in plain figures, and every article
is sold to everybody at, the same
price, where, when you've bought a
n
article, if when you get home it d
oes
not look or fit jut* right, you 
are
at perfectliberty to' bring it baek 
and
there will be no haggling, ,no tryinir
to make you take something "jus
t as
good"when it don't suit you, 
but




We bought a manufacturer's l
ine
of sample lace curtains. They w
ere
never carried on the road but used 
in
the New York office and are c
onse-
quently fresh and clean. We bou
ght-
them at SON of their vain.) and 
will
sell them the same way.
A 33. yd curtain, 54 
inches wide.
worth $1.50 for $1.00.
A fine lace curtain, 328 yds long
 and
54 inches wide, worth $3.ou for $
2.40
Four yd lace curtains, worth $
4 for $3
Point D Spray curtains, worth $
5.00
for $4.00.
The finest lace curtains, worth $10.
00
for $7.50.
Curtain Swiss, worth 15 and 20c 
for
12,4 and 15c.
"It's an ill wind that blow
s no
man any good." And the w
ind that
blew the ship ashore+ laden wi
th mat-
ting, consigned to Arnold Co
nstable
& Co., of New York, was no
 excep-
tion to the rule. The cov
ering to
the rolls got slightly damp,
 but the
matting was not injured. The
 whole
cargo was thrown on the un
derwrit-
ers' hands and sold under t
he ham-
mer. We were there anti 
got fifty
pieces and can sell good cot
ton warp
matting at 19e, worth 26e; 
the beet
worth ttlie for 26e; China m
attings at
10e and 15e and an extra h
eavy quali-
ty at 19e. You're the one
 to get the







THE Nii:‘`, mums PLANS.
Mew Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE:—New Era Banding, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville. Ky.
eteeetved at the posts:4110e in Hopkinsville
as second-class mall matter
•
An order has been issued from
Memphis for a reunion of Forrest
Cavalry Corps, of the Confederate
army, to be held at some point le
West Tetinessee or Southwestern
Kentucky. next fall.
There are a nember of the survi-
vors of the famous eonottand In
Christi in county. among them Mr.
Charles F. Jarrett and Mr. M. H.
Nelson. Sr., and all local ex-Confed-
erates are interested in the
Whether any effort will he made
to secure the reunion for Hopkins-
rule has not been decided. Pisducah
and Fulton will bid for the honor of
entertaining the old heroes.
The official order is as follows;
"Headquarters Forrest's Cavalry
Corps. Memphis.. Greatly regret-
ting his inability to attend the re-
union of Confederate veterans at
Dallas, Tex.. the major general com-
manding directs Inc to say:that, not-
withstanding the annual reunion of
Forrest's Veteran cavalry corps for
the purpose of organization, etc..will
be held next fall at some point tO be
hereafter designated,in West Tennes-
see or Southwestern Kentucky.
"Yet appreciating the courteous
recognition of the corps by Gen. J.
R. Gordon, commanding the I 'tilted
Confederate Veterans, and duly
mindful of the cordial ho Ration of
the Texas reunion association. he
urges we attend the Dallas reunion
as an fleganization.
"CHARLES W. A MIER:30N.;
-Assistant Adjutant General."
On January 7, Itsrl, at 1 p. in., the
death angel visited the hOme of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Harrison and wafted
from earth to heaven the spirit of
Mrs. Hari isofla belt:Wed mother, Mrs.
A. V. Watkins, wife of Major W. J.
Watkins,- formerly of Virginia.
She lay in the balance of life three
days. An angel came each day until
the third day when she fell asleep in
his arms. She was seventy-one
years of age, and a devout member
of the Baptist Church. Two children
survive her—Mrs. A. R. Brandon. of
Trigg county. and Mrs. J. W. Harri-
son, of Herndon, Ky.
Paralysis caused her death.
We loved her, yes, we loved her.
But angels loved her more,
And they have sweetly called het
To yonder, the shining shore.
The heavenly gates were open;
A gentle voice said "come!"
And, with farewell unspoken,
She calmly entered home.
—Witt.ix H.
Will Be Associated :With V.
M. Williamson.
Eldridge P. Wilkins, one of the
most efficient policemen Hopkine-
rifle has ever had, has resigned from
the force to become associated with
Vince M. Williamson In the coal
and transfer business. Mr. Winkins
Is widely popular and possesses fine
business qualifications.
He Will Soon Be Ready For
Work At Cape Breton
Station.
(Cablegram to New Era.)
HALIFAX, N. S., March 24.—Sig.
Marconi left for New York today.
He has decided on Table Head, fif-
teen miles from Sydney, as the lo-
cation for his Cape Breton station.
Marconi informed the officials ibat
electric flashes from trolley -wires
would interfere with his system. A
meeting of the council e as called
and a resolution paseed that for five
years the town would preetott any
trolley system from being operated
within one-third (la mile from the
station. Marconi stated that the
station would be completed within
Hove moeths.
"Little Giant" Loses Con-
test By Vote Of 137
to 127. •
(Special to New Era,
W A.SH I NMI:1N. D. (: .. March 115--
When the house of representatives
wan called to order at noon today
the gal lerieti were thronged with,peo-
pie who had gone thither to hear the
final argument in the MossRhes 
contested election ease, to hear John
Rhea's closing speech in his own be-
half—and they were well repaid for
going. Rhea made a great speech
and was often cheered, especially
during his impassioned climax.
Rhea severely arraigned Moss,
speaking if him as a "miserable
thing who turned Republican a week
before the election to secure office."
At two o'clock the vote was taken
allt! Rhea was unseated by a party
vote.
The vote stood: Moss. 1117; Rhea.
127.
The suit of Griffin Jesup'e admin-
istrator against the Louisville et
Nashville Railroad Company for five
thousand dollars damages was de-
cided yesterday'. the jury returning a
verdict which gave the plaintiff
$1,000. Jowl') oast the old colored
man who was killed by a passenger
train near the %%nter tank.
Mayor Henry Receives Seed
From Representative Allen.
Mayor Jouett Henry has rech•ed
a quantity of garde!) seed from the
Hon. Henry D. Allen for distribution
among the people Of this getnmunity
to whom the popular etingressman
has not personally sent. seed. Col.
Henry will be glad to give out the
seed to those will call for them at
his office.
HANGED HIMSELF BECAUSE
HIS HEALTH WAS NOT GOOD.
CROFTON, Ky., March 25.—Lark-
in W. a Well known North
('hristlm citizen, ended his exist-
ence thik morning by strangling him-
self with ii rope.
He lived on a farm two nilli ale-
half miles southeast of this place
with his brother, George Croft.
Both were bachelors. For several
months Mr. Croft's health had been
extremely bad and he had been very
despondent over his condition. No
other cause for his rash deed is sus-
pected.
About eight o'clock he left the
dwelling, and It waslhought he had
gone to the field tp work. George
Croft missing hint for two hoLrs in
stituted a search and finely found
the body of his brother hanging from
a beam in the stable. He had been
deal for some time.
Coroner Allensworth, of Hopkins-
rule, held an inquest at noon.
The victim of his own hand was a
man of many fine traits of character,
and his tragic end causes general
sorrow.
ATTORNEY GENERAL SPEAKER MEND ERSON
KNOX'S RULING. HAS OPPOSITION.
Public Lands In Porto Rico
Belong To Uncle
Sam.
(Special to New Era.)
WASH INGTpN. D. ('., March 2.1.
—A. decision by Attorney (1eneral
Knox holds tbat the public lands in
Porto Rico formerly belonged to,
Spain, tad by virtue of the treaty of
.rinctssTeza.c. gym_
Paris now belong to the United
State. The opinion was rendered an
the request of the secretary of the
interior for * ruling AB to whether
the so-called public lands of Porto
(Special to New Era.) ,
WATERLOO. la.. March 2.',.—
Senator O. B. Court right. of Water-
loo. today antiounced as a candidate
for the Republican nomination for
Congressman in opposition to Speak-
a Henderson and will make a tight
for control of the eonting congress-
ional convention. This. means that
tor the first time since he was sent to
congress by the Republicans tit the
Third District in IFS2 Col. .Hender-
son will find it necessary te t.tontest
witit.ttn aspirant for his seat. For
ten terms the nomination has come
Ric" were ceded 118 "'ran lands toi to him by unanimous vote of the
the. United States by Paris treaty- " r• delegates, and Only once or twice has
remain the property of Porto Rico as' there been the remotest indication of
SAM JONES BEGINS A REVIVAL
IN TABERNACLE AT NASHVILLE.
•
(Special to New Era.)
NASHVILLE Tenn. March S.—
Eight ihossand people heard Rev.
Sam Jones at the Tabernael.. last
night and three thousand or more
were turned away from the door of
the big auditorum, being linable n,
gain entrance on account of the
crowd that filled every seat and
blorked the aisles, windows and door
ways.
"If perfect sermons could have
saved Nashville she could have had
her wings long ago" said the evange-
list in way of preface."11 want you to
understand that I have not reform-
ed as a preacher. I am the same Sam
Jones I was when I preached ill 11
tent here seventeen years ago.
"if Nashville can tolerate MP sa-
loons, the race-track and the gam-
blers for the year around and then
turn up your nose to Sam June*, you
are the most depraved gang out of
hell tonight."
Mr. Jones then began his sermon
proper, taking as his text,"I thought
my way"
Mr. Jones made an earnest appeal
to his audience to turn to righteous-
ness, and in closing the:people in the
vast throng rose to their feet in ens-
wier to hie query as to how many
wanted a successful meeting, po God
could be brought into the city and
heaven into the lives of the citizens.
Sensational Story Told to An
Officer By a
Burglar.
(Special to New Hrs.)
MILWAt' K F.E, March 25. —A
special to the Sentinel from Bara-
boo, Wis., says:
Jacob Sneinuna.nn. who was taken























to Sheriff Stackhouse that he was an 
turas of
anarchist, and was present at the in the state.
lodge meeting when t'zol(oss wits! Liennne
selected to assassinate President Mc- tiLl'ernel:
that Kinley. and be was the person in telinntate•
who tied the hanierchief over the I rA
hand of Czolgasz just before the 
packers, 60e
shooting. He further, said a weft- in 
this state.'
known woman was one of the priucisi Lienee tax





From Tuesday's daily. 
rectifiers ore
Mr. 0. S. Brown. of Crofton, spent 
of distilled s
yesterday in the city, from $100 to
t4 Mad- lillers. Eno
Mrs: G. T. Herndon is iii C eense larks- taixn th
Mrs. John Waller has gone
on
vine visiting Mrs. H. H. Itry 1 agencies
isonvIlle to visit the family of her, 
dea
fitter, Prof. J. J. Glenn.
rate270
Mrs. Joe Weil and little Slaughter able property,
'Frankel have-gone to Louisville to tax rate for
visit relatives. 
1 on each $1410
Miss Mattie Rutherford, of Elk- .
Mrs. Nam& Crabb. of Texas, is a
guest of her sister. Mrs. James A.
Voting.
Col. Jaunts 0. Cooper is confined
to his bed by the grip.
Miss Jiintnie Byars has returnedet AGENTS u-
!roils Elkton. ' works. All
Mrs. Thomas P. ('ook has arrived terms. Our
in the city from Murray to join her pen a special
husband, Circuit Judge Cook, and
visit her aunt. Mrs. W. H. Elgitt.
Messrs. Chas. Poe, Ttstrry Bowles,
Claude White and Dave Wortham
spent Sunday in Hopkinsville.—
Clarksville Times Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. Reeder have returned
front Fairview.
Mr. R. E. Hood has returned from
a visit in Owensboro.
Mrs. F. E. Wilson has returned to
her home at Howell after spending
the winter with her 'son. Edward. at
Selma, Ala.
H city.0 l i . (1. P. Moines, of Cadiz, is inthe
ton, is visiting Mies Pat Flack.
From Monday'. Daily.
Mr. Felix Urasty. of Cadiz, is in
the city,
Mr. J. M. Bullard has returned
from Princeton,
George McGowan, of Hopkinsville.
was in the city yesterday—Prince-
ton Banner.
Mr. Charles 0. Prowse has return-
ed from Nashville.
Mr. M. Howell Tandy has return-
.'d from Nashville.
The many friends of Mr. Edgar
Cayce will be glad to learn that he
has again recovered his voice.
Mr. J. F. Shelton, of Greenville, is*
the guest of his daughteir, Mrs. L.
Yonts.
Mrs. L. Vents has returned (from
Greenville, Ky.
Miss Mary Blackwell, of Hender-
son, is the guest of her sister. Mrs. J.
H. Dagg.
The Hon. Jim Rogers has returned
from Frankfort:
Judge J. E. Robbins.*of Mayfield.
was in the :city yesterdey. - He is a
candidate for judge of the court of













IN TOWNS NEAR US.
PROHIBITION ALLIANCE
FORMIDAT LAFAYETTE.
Mr. Pate Accepts Call.-A
Child's Serious Accident.-
Other Matters.
The Flat Lick Prohibition alliance
has organised at Lafayette with
nearly one hundred members.• The
(Re'. A. C. Dorris was elected pn si-
deal; J. H. Clardy. vice president; ;
C. R. Fraser, froretary, anti E. T. No EARTHLY GOOD
Stamper, treasurer. The organiza-
tion is ma-political.
seettiee-_”4
Don't tie the top of your
Jelly and preserve Jars In
Untold fashioned way. SEW
them by the new, quick.
abeolutely sure wax-by
• thin coating of Pure
RednedParadlne. Ras
no taste or odor. Is
air tight and acid
Easily applied.









The Bev. J. S. Pate, recently FROMCONCRESSIONAL
Baltimore, Md. who was called to INVESTIGATION.
the paeterste of the Baptist churches
at Little River and Lafayette, has
acospted the charges. Dr. Pate will
also preach one Sunday in each Allen Says Movement's Born





The revival meeting which has
been in progress two weeks in the
Methodist church at Trenton, con-
ducted by Rev. Mr. Crowe, has otos-
ed. There were fifteen conversions.
Badly Scalded.
The five-year-old daughter of Mr.
Douglas Chewning, of near Roaring
Springs, fell into a tub of boiling
water and was perhaps fatally scald-
ed. All the skin was burned from
the child's body. •
Denied At Pembroke.
Louis Spencier Daniel, formerly of
South Kentucky College, will appear
at the Pembroke opera house March
113 in "A Dream of Fair Women."
He will be assisted by local talent.
Comes To Christian.
W. A. Dickinson, former county
eoart clerk of Todd county, and fam-
ily, lent probably make Pembroke
theist home in the future. Mr. Dick-




FAIRVIEW, Ky, March 21.—Dep-
uty Sheriff Charles Cartwright, of
Elktos, arrested Chess Thompson,
colored, at this place, this afternoon
at 1 o'clock. He is charged with
stealber harness from liverensan
Fronde Tate of Hopkinsville.
Practically Starving.
"After using a few bottles of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure my wife received
pessionent relief from a severe and
illesenie ease of stomach trouble,"
says J. R. Holly, real estate insur-
ance and loan agent, of Macomte,
III. Before using Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure she could not eat an ordinary
seal without intense suffering. She
is now entirely cured. Several phy-
sician and many remedies had fail-
ed to give relief." You don't have
to diet. Eatany geed food you want,
but don't overload the stomach.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will always
digeirt it for you. R. C. Hardwick.
NEW LIBRARY BOOKS.
itution Keeps Up With
Latest Successes.
In the March Bookman from the
Beta at best selling books, the six
most In demand were:
The Right of Way, Gilbert Parker.
The Cavalier, Cable.
The Man From Glengarry.Connor.
Lamm, Catherwood.
els Richard Calmady, Melee
The Crisis, Churchill.
AU of them books have been in the
public library for some time. The
fallowing newer books have been
alailed this week :
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
Allot Hagan.
Audrey, (9 copies, iMary Johnston.
The Valley of Decision, Edith
Wharton.
The Fifth String, John Philip
Sousa.
The fileige of the Lady Resolute,
Dickson.
Kate Bonnet, Frank R. Stockton.
Methods of Lady Wadderitursty
Mrs. Francis H. Burnett.
Clessunstance, S. Weir Mitchell.
'The directors of the library are
having new catalogues printed.
Thee* will shortly' be distributed
Mad representatives will call on the
eitisetui to sell season tickets.
For The Complexion.
The complexion always suffers
from biliousness or constipation.
Unless the bowels are kept open the
hararities from the body appear in
the form of unsightly eruptions. De
Wittes Little Early Rieerst keep the
Ever and bowels in Laalthy condit-
ion sad remove the cause of such
C. E. Hooper, Albany,
: "I took De Witt's Little
for biliousness. They
were just what I needed. I am feel-
ing better now than in years."
Never gripe or distress. Safe thor-
ough and gentle. The very best pills.
B. C. Hardwick.
Cause of Delay.
Mies Katie McDaniel. superinten-
dent of county schools, received the
following communication fr o m
Frankfort this morning:
The delay in shipping the census
supplies is due to the fact that the
blank paper for the printing was lost
hi shipping and has not reached the
printer. As soon as it is received
the supplies will be printed and
O01 
shipped to you. I regret the delay
very much, but is unavoidable.
H. V. SUCHESNEY,
Supt. of Public Instruction.
Lawrence For Speaker.
Editor Henry Lawrence, the pop-
mpresentative in the general
eestissa' feiy from Trigg county,is in the
today on his way home from the
. He will probably be a can-
tor speaker of the next house.
has already announced as a can-
tor re-election to the house.
The Democratic congressmen from
Kentucky are up in arms against the
Crumpet:tier resolution. They re-
gaol it as a reviver of sectionalism
and favor resisting tt to the *Wet--
most.
Mr. Allen, of the Second district,
says: "It is to be regretted that Nit
at this time when the bitter section-
al strife so long existing between the
North and the South . seemed about
to become a thing of the past, there
should be thrust upon congress the
consideration of a proposition that
cannot possibly result in any good,
that cannot, if adopted, be the means
of righting a wrong, even if a wrong
should exist; but, which, upon the
other hand, will revive not only tn
the national councils, but through-
out the entire country the bitter par-
tisanship- born of reconstruction. I
cannot believe that- the sentiment
back of the measure is the deliber-
ate thoughtful outcome of the North
and East. but rather that is born of
a few narrow minds and business in-
terests jealous of the rapid strides
being made by the South along all
civil and industrial lines.
"The move purports to be in the
interest of negro suffrage in the
South, but its promoters may rest
assured that no good can come of it.
Thom who think they are doing the
negro a favor are mistaken. But the
creators of the policy of the Repub-
lican party who hold the halter
string attached to the collar of the
negro, see, or at least think they see
something must be done to reassufe
him of their affectionate regard for
his welfare. It is the hand of decep-
tion under the mask of friendship
held out to ignorance.
-The real friend of the negro is not
of the North but of the South. The
people of the South are taking no ad-
vantage or counsel of the North or
East with regard to this great prob-
lem except that they keep hands off.
They are workiug out this problem
along constitutional lines and they
resent this reflection upon their
right to provide and maintain state
government under the authority of
state and federal guarantee."
'NEWS OF THE WEED
FIRST SHIPMENT OVER
CADIZ RAILROAD.
Report of the Inspectors.
Some Other Notes Of
Interest.
R. E. Cooper & Co. ;have received
the first shipment which has reached
this city over the Cadiz railroad.
The bill of lading is a copy of the
form used by the I. ('. except that
the name of the road is changed.1
The shipment was a ear load of to-
Niece', 14 hogsheads,from J. W. Han-
cock & Co. The weight was 24.1500
pounds and the rate lie per cwt from
Cadiz to Hopkinsville, the Cadiz
road getting 6c and the I. C. be. The
bill was signed in due form by Noah '
Smith, Agt. Mr. Green Champliu,
the efficient bookkeeper for Cooper
& Co., expects to have the bill of lad
ing handsomely framed and hung on
the wall of the office, as a souvenir
of the first lot of tobacco received
from Cadiz which did not have to be
brought at least ten miles of the
way in wagons.
The inspectors report for the week
ending March 19, follows:
Receipts for week 495 hhds, Re-
ceipts for year 2996 hhds. Sales for
week 89 hhds. Sales for year 216
hhds. Offerings for week 42 hhds.
Rejections 12 hhds.
Phe Pembroke tobacco buyer
have, since our last report bought
about three-quarters of a million
pounds more tobacco, making a
grand total for the year of just about
5,000,000 pounds, says the Journal.
Just at this time the factories are
full from bottom to top, and still it
comes.
The largest amount of tobacco
that was ever purchased In Cadiz in
tune season has been bought this year
by White & Co. and J. W. Hancock
('o. and is now being delivered by
the farmers, not only of this county.
but of adjoining counties, to their
factories here. They have bought
about two million pounds. and for
the past three weeks the streets have
been crowded with wagons going to
both factories.—Cadiz Record.
On one and a half acres of ground
Miss Gertrude Fowler, of Richland,
unaided and with her own hands,
raised 1,860 pounds of tobacco last
year, which she sold for $7, eland $2.
J. M. Craig, of the same neighbor-
hood. cultivated twelve acres which




Carrollton News Says He Is
A Daisy.
duced him to our people. He is a
It Cirdlos The. C I € I
The fame of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, as the best in the world, ex-
tends around the earth. Its the one
perfect healer of cuts, corns, burns,
bruises, sores, scalds, boils, ulcers,
felons, aches, pains iand all skip
eruptions. Only infallible pile cure.
25e a box at J. 0. Cook, C. K. Wyly,
L. L. Elgin, Anderson & Fowl4r.
The Carrollton News says:
Wei* C. Bell, of Hopkineville,
was in town last week and ('ol. Se-
bree took him in charge and intro-
most eloquent gentleman and popu-
lar with his people and is spo ken of
as a candidate for railroad commis-
sioner in his district. If he makes
the race he will surely win, as those
people could not select a better man.
Crest Crops.
The year 1902. promises to be a
great one for crops. Unless weather
conditions prevent all the indications
— - - point to a &eat production of the
CUIABERLAND'S SCOOP. principal_forrn of staples this year.
• 41 BERRIES ARE COMING
Southwestern Telephone &
Crop One Of The Largest
Ever Known.
Telegraph Co., Taken In.
The Southwestern Telephone and
Telegraph company, which has for
many years been operating in Texas,
Indian Territory. Arizopa and other
territory in that section, has been
absorbed by the Cumberland Tele- strawberries are in bloom in the
phone and Telegraph company, truck farming belt of Mississippi.
whose headquarters are in Hopkins- Strawberries, it is announced, will ,
ville. The deal in which the trans- he started north from Northern
action was made involves something Louisiana and Southern Mississippi
next wiek. Already some of the
Hopkinsvllle grocers have straw-
berries fel sale.
Reports carefully gathered from
the principal fruit and vegetable
centers seem to indicate that there
has been considerable increase in the
acreage this year, and, while the
season is somewhat backward, a
prosperous year's business is expect-,
ed. The express companies are get-
ting things ill shape, and putting on
extra men to handle the large busi-
ness. They expect the best business
in the strawberry Jine this year of
burn, Water-brash, Gnawing and many years previous.
Burning Pains at the Pit oLthe Steins I
ache, Yellow Skin, Coated Tongue CO /h. II c:s mit.
and Disagreeable Taste in the Mouth, man ke, A The Kind You Has Ahno
Coming up of Food after eating, Low %maw&
Spirits, etc. Go to your Druggist
and get a bottle of August Flower for _ _
76 cents. Two doses will relieve you.
Try it. Get Green's Special Almanac.
R. C. Hardwick.
Gould Not Breathe.
Coughs, colds, croup. grip, bron
other throat and lung troubles
are quickly cured by One Minute
Cough Cure. One Minute Cough
Care is not a mere expectorant,
which gives only temporary relief.
It softens and liquifies the mucous,
draws out the inflamation and re-
moves the cause of the disease. Ab-
solutely safe. Acts at once. "One
Minnie Cough Cure will do all that
I. elaimed for it," says, Justice of
the Pestle J. Q. Hood, Crosby Miss.
"1111rwile could not get her breath
and was relieved by the first dose.
It he. been a benefit to all my tam-
ly." a. C. Hardw ick.
Like $1400,000.
This practically gives the Cutn-
berland people the entire control of
the South in the telephone business.
0000 ADVICE.
The most miserable beings in the
world are those suffering from Dys-
pepsia and Liver Complaint. More
than seventy-five per cent. of the
people in the United States are af-
flicted with these two diseases and
their effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costive-
ness, Palpitation of the Heart, Heart-
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.




Of Miss Paine From Being
Badly Burned.
Miss Ruth Paine narrowly escaped
being badly burned, says the Pem-
broke Journal. A servant had stak-
ed a fire in the stove, and Miss Paine
not knowing this opened the stove
and poured some coal oil into it. The
fire blazed up into her face, burning
her eyebrows and hair somewhat,
but not burning the flesh.
We the undersigned tobacco ware-
house men of the City of Clarksville,
Tenn., desire to state that we are all
in business at oue eld stands and are
receiving and gelling tobacco daiiy.
There has becalm change in ttils
great market, and we look for a ler-
ger business this year than the one
pant.
Our buyers are all with us and
have their usual orders.
Ship your tobactio to Clarksville
with our assurance that it will fled
a fair market with no lack of compe-
tition.
It is expected that this year there
will be one of the iskrgest strawberry
and vegetable crops ever known in
the South. Early vegetables are al-
ready being sent to market and
Fxcellent
As well as a sure mile for OH1LLS and
FEVERS, Mslerial Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers end Bilious Fevers.
IT NEVER FAILS.




Guaranteed by ill druggists. Don't
take any substitute Try it. 600 and





Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. lt gives instant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
Meriwether & 0111 stomachs can take it. By its use many








cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the atom-
ehnith & Xnderson ach, relieving all distress after eating.
'E. P. Turnley Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
Wood * Smith It can't help
Warfield & Louie but do you good
W H Rudolph & Co crepar..ed,grcyuFlrlwirrbe
W. H. Carney & Co. 
b °tiii 
"




If you don't buy cloth-
ing from
You don't buy clothing
right. J.T.Wall&Co EVERY SUIT WESELL TALKS FOR USas,SEE$10 and $12.50 Linos
UNPARALLELED OFFERING OF SPRING






Come, see the shoiw. Quite a change
a. in the Derby line.
The high tapering crown is THE
THING. The hat men arn't going to
,let you wear a hat two seasons if
they can help it.
Soft Hats
The wide brim Panama shape is
"It" for smart dressers. Swell hats,
indeed.
. Our $3.00 stiff, as usual, 'leads the
processior.
Correct dressers, who want Correct
Hats Styles, can and do them here.







Of Hopkinsville this season, and
we are going to have it, too. Can't
help it with our attractive Shirt
Styles.
The New Stiff Shirts are so fine
and beautiful that we have a right to
praise our stock and you will, too,
when yous see them.
The best Shirt Values you ever saw
are here. Cuffs to match the shirts
at 10c, 75e, $1.00 and $1.50.
Plenty of Black and Whites and
Rich Colors in New Shades.
Nest figures will very new and
popular. 
Ilt
Come and our pretty
new shirts. We like show them.
COLLARS!
It is may to get good Collars and
Cuffs but it is eater still to get poor
ones. '
Our collars and cuffs are made es-
pecially for us by a maker who only
makes up goods for the best furnish-
ing goods trade.
All Styles That Are
Correct Are Here.
5 PRING IS with us once again--it gets in the habit of coming
about this time of the year. We were fortunate in securing
a big lot of Clothing from the well-Known clothing manu-
factufinsi establishment of NATHAN BROS. of NEW YORK CITY
At About 65 Cents on the Dollar.
The reason they made this terrible sacrifice was they needed
money and needed it bad and wanted it quicii. The ready cash
told the tale, for after having repeated refused the proposition
our syndicate had made them, we
RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING LETTER THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF:
- -
.696,698,700,702 BROADWAY










That ̀Spankin' New Spring Suit
Is in order now. Be one a the first of the Fashion Leaders. Don't be a back number. The new,
snappy garments await your inspection—latest fads, latest ideas. When thinking of good clothing a man
most always thinks of us first. There's a reason for this not an accident.
COME AND SEE THE NEW SPRING BEAUTIES.
Stripes, Plaids, Checks, Mixtures, Cheviots, Serges, etc. Perfectly tailored and elegantly trimmed. Cut
right up to the hour in style. Never mind what your ideal Spring Suit may be-if it's Good and Right,
we've got it. Our All Wool Cassimeres or Cheviot Suits that we are now selling for
. 0 0
Can't Be Matched For Less Than $7.50 In iThs Town.
Our line of $7.5O Garments trimmed and tailored just an nice as finer suits—handsome pat rns—
can't be matched for less than $10.00. Any particularly nice thing you want von will find righ here.
There will be jest the correct number of buttons on the coat—just the right roll on the lapel—just the
correct curve on yhur trousers.
SUITS $10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $16.50 AND $20.00.





This is about the time of the year
when you wonder if a new pair of
Trousers will help to finish that good






You can easily select a pair that will
please you and wear splendidly.
They come in the Light and Dark
Strips, Mixtures and Solid Colors.
This is the Trouser Season. Al-
most every man can us a pair or two.
We Offer Some
xi• Splendid Values
NIP At $1.50, $2.00,
x* $2:50. $3.00
%fr And $5.00.
But the prices won't prove anything
unless you see the Trousers.
We Cloth
Che Boy!
From the time he throws off dress-
es until he puts on long trousers—
then we turn him over to our Young
Men's Department. He grows up in
our clothing and remains our regular
patron.
We ask mothers to come in and see
the preiy new thing we are showing
in children's clothing. The New Nor-





THIS KNOB FLOATS IIISITS OF DEAPEUAIMIS DEFENUNT PRISONER ESCAPED
JOE MULHATTEN BEATEN MR. YOUNCES SUCCUMBS VERDICT IN DAMAGE SUIT
AT LAST. TO CONSUMPTION. AGAINST POLICEMAN.





Better Than Calomel and Quinine. (Special to New Era.) From Returners daily.
1,0onseins no Arsenic) The Old Reliable L. B. Younges, aged fifty-four years,
BURGIN, Ky., March 21—A re-
Gcneral Tonic port reaches here from Bryanteville, died at his home on Virginia streetat Oh. in. today. He had been an
aomall village east of here, 
to the
effect that the people of that place
are in a wild state of excitement
over the recent discovery of a float-
ing knob on the farm of Dr. G. A.
Traylor.
Dr. Traylor's farm is one of the fin-
nest in the country, and is perfectly
level, with the exception of the knob
which is now creating so much ex-
citement. lt,covers an area of sev-
eral acres, and is 600 feet high, be-
ing barren, no vegetation of any
kind having ever grown on it. Dn a
Traylor discovered a few days ago The remains of Dr. Frank Ward-
that the knob had separated from roper, who died near Howell, Ky.,
earth, and appeared to be floating Wednesday, arrived in Clarksville
around as if on a large body of water. yesterday and were shipped to Lex-
ington. Ky., where the funeral wili
be conducted this afternoon.
Dr. Ward roper was one of Chris-
tian county's most highly respected
citizens. He was born in Arumbel,
invalid for fifteen years from con-
suMption, and this disease caused
his death'.
The burial will take place In the
family burying ground about 4 miles
from town, tomorrow at 2:80 p. in.
The space between the separated
bodies is about six inches, from
which there emits a sound like boil-
ing gas, though no gam has ever is-
sued therefrom. The floating knob
moves in a rotary manner, and
very perceptibl,
You Know What You Are
Taking.
When you tak.• Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tomic because the formula is
plainly printed on every bottle show-
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinine
In a tasteless form. No cure No pay
50c.
MULES FOR SALE.
26 head_of good mules for sale.
wtf LAYNE'S STABLE.
Mrs. James Carroland died at her
flame near Garrettsburg yesterday.
The body will be burled in Clarks-
ville today.
Is Sussex county. England, and was a
member of the Royal College of Sur-
geons. Ile was at one time a sur-
geon in St. Bartholemew's Hospital
at London.—Clarksville Leaf Chron-
icle.
For Sale.
A fine farm of 810 acres, with good
dwelling* rooms two tenant houses
one tobacco barn good stable and all
other necessary out buildings. This
will make a fine stook arm. It is
situated 12 miles Southw of Hop-
kinsville, and will be sold 4 a low
price and on reasonable ter*.
WINFRED) & KVOHT.
IN JAIL YARD ON WAY TO
CELL.
jury in the came of Janie, Had Been Arrested On Seri-
Bradley Vs. W. E. Shanklin brought
Charge.--Young
ant. Bradley was suing for $1000
in *verdict in favor of the defend. e0Q11 
 h a r
er's First:Arrest.
damages, alleging that the police-
man had used undue violence in ar-
resting him.
L. T. Brasher whose term of four
years has expired )vius reappointed
trustee of the Jury fund and qualified.
.1. Walter Knight VISA appointed noon just as the jail door was being
an examiner of Christian county. !opened to receive him.
The forcible detainer suit of Dr. 0. t It was the first arrest of Constable
J. W. Allen and the young officer is
much chagrined at its outcome.
Wade is accused of criminally as-
mulling Julia Springfield, a colored
woman, in her cabin in the Long-
view vicinity. He was brought be-
fore Judge Fowler,who issued a mit-
timus, by Constable Allen and his
brother. After the negro was taken
to the jail yard, the constable. lefty,
lag his brother to guard the prisoner
returned to the courthouse after
Jailer Boyd. As an Attendant at the
Jail was opening the hall door, Wade
took off his overooat and handed it
to young Allen, then suddenly
sprang around the corner of the jail,
vaulted two fences and sped away.
The negro got a good etart and,
theagh local officers and thei Aliens
seatched for him until dark and
tracked him to the third trestle on
the I. C., he was not recaptured.
W, loickey vs. T. J. Guthrie, was de-
cided in favor of Dr. Lackey. The
suit was to recover possession of a
farm upon which Guthrie resides,
and for which he had refused to sign
a contract.
The damage suit of W. H. Jen-
kins, Jr., vs. T. W. Porter, was dis-
posed of. The jury found for the de-
fendant. The suit grew out of the
closing of Jenkins' stable for debt
some months ago.
Divorces were granted the plain-
tiffs in the following suits. Willie
Jones, vs. Pikney Jones; Abe Garth,
VS, Lucy Garth; W. L. BMus, VS. J.
N. Burrus. James ('rimes, vs.
Fannie Crimes.
The Best Prescrptlon for
Malaria
Chills and Fever is a bottle of.
Otoveli Tasteless Chill Tonic. It is
simply iron and quinine in a taste-
lees form. No cure No pay. Price
80e.
Seed Corn.
See J. H. and M. F. Winfree for
Green River seed corn. Fine seed
oats, clover, red top and orchard
grass.—cor. 8th & Virginia St. wk
Ham Sacks for sale at this
office.
Edward Wade, colored, who had
been arrested on a eerious charge,
escaped from custody Fric ay after-
This signature is or every box of the genuine
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets
the remedy that cures a espial In ewe 5a7
- •
Seed Corn.
Yellow Mammoth, Early Dent
Hickory King, white corn $1.50 per
bushel, sacks free. J. D. ()muss, I
Hopkinsville, Ky., near Casky. wit'
900DRops
ANgetable PreparalionforAs-
similating the Food andlieg ula-
hog the Stomachs and Bowels or
INEAN le, I i.11 l))1 "s.
Promotes Digestioneheerfu
ness and Ilest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
NOT NMI C OTIC







, Apetfect Remedy forConstipa-
lion • Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions ,Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.







Dtist 4. - r".
- --Nos
EXACT C.OPY or WRAPPER.
CASTORIA
For Infanta and Chil4rozt.










dis'eee cured by TACK-A-POD-AA
345942 oases in 17 years
The disease is the nationa aurae et .11
'-1 China. A remedy -"as haperatii4=
..oe medics/ proteer)or ,,ere wave( tab
the oily pertnarwr.,
mirk care known t., -rienceleni
a ailment TREF 01 ..tIARUIlt. ?to.
reams and ail contkir,- trastad by
CUre
HST 114171EATIM as.
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ELECTION OF ELKS NEVI ERA'S TRIPOD USES HIS VETO AX8 n!
Big Spring Opening and Easter Bargain Sa
PROMOTIONS FOR MEM- OCCUPIED BY PROMI- COV BECKHAM CHOPS
BENS IN CHAIRS.
Carnival Arrangements. --
Notes And News Of
Local Interest.
Pram view
Tbsi i7al election of Hopkins-
• ge No. MO, Benevolent and
Live Order uf Elks. took place
last night and resulted as follows:
Exalted Ruler, Charles s. Jarrett.
C. S. JARRETT.
New Exalted Ruler.
EsteemetilLeading Knight, S. J.
Samuel.
Esteemed Loyal Knight. A. W.
Henderson.
Esteemed Leeturing Knight. J. D.
Russell.
,Secretary, T. C. Underwood.
Treasurer. W. R. Wicks.
. Trustee, John B.;GalbreatIt
. Tyler, Henry Blumenstiel.
Grand Lodge Representative, R.
W. Brown, of Louisville: Alternate.
T. G. Littlehales.
The new officers will be installed
swift Tuesday night. Following the
election, Mr. A. Ci. Warfield was in-
itiated.
.All plans for the jubilee are in
good shape. The committees are
working faithfully and enthusiastic-
ally and the success of the under-
Inking is assured if the enterprising
business men give it their hearty co-
operation.
.Mr. Ben Lippard, chairman of the
invitation committee of the Elks'
stat•e reunion committee of Louis-
ville I,,odge Of Elks, has sent out in-
vitations to all the lodges in
the State to attend the state
reunion in Louisville in June,
and urging them to send a list of del-
egates as soon as possible.
• 
Under the new laws members of
the lodge are required to pay six
months' dues in advance before be-
ing able to take part in the lodge
iszeetings.
Henderson lodge of Elks is on a
boom, and has just added to their
membership Mayor Powell, the city
attorney, sheriff and other promi-
nent men. Next Friday night ten
other leading citizens will he initiat-
ed.
s, 'The beard of trustees of the Grand
Ledge of Elks has purchased for the
!pi home for aired and indigent
members a big building and six acres
of land at Betiford,Va. The proper-
ty has been used SS a summer resort,
and the building is fitted out nicely.
Application for location of the home
was made from Arizona to Mersa-
Ohnsetts. The original cost of the
property was $126,000. but this sum
was not paid by the Elks. The home






One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
Isles, removes gravel, cures dia-
seminal emissions, weak and
basks, rheumatism and all ir-
ties of the kidneys and bled-
in both men and women, regu-
%Adder troubles in children.
net sold by your druggist will be
*sat by mail on receipt of $1. One
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any ease above
mentioned. Dr. E. V,. Hall. sole
manufacturer, P. 0. Box 729, St.
Louis, Mo. Send for testimonials.
Said by all druggists and T. D. Arm-
READ THIS.
- Bepktrurrfile, Ky., June 7. 1901.
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Mn
Dear Sir:-1 suffered ten years
with severe kidney and bladder trou-
ble and at times was unable to work.
I was advined to try your -Texas
Wonder" and after using one-fourth
of a bottle I passed a large gravel
and rhave never suffered since paw-
ing the same three years ago. I
have recommended it to many others
who have reported cures. I most
heartily recommend it to all suffer-





(Special to New Era.) .
RINCETON, Ky., March 26.-
e this morning destroyed Atkins'
ry, Central Hotel and Howie-
Mid's meat market. Lotus $7.110 .
Many Friends Regret M r.
Littlehales' Departure.
Mr. T. G. Littlehales will leave to-
night for Syracuse. N. Y., to accept
a highly lucrative position with one
of the largest gas companies in the
world. It is likely that he will be
permanently located in Detroit,
Mich., as manager of a new gas
plant. The best wishes of a host of
friends will follow him to his new
Mane ,
Where can you invest money more
profitable than by buying a bottle of
Prickly Ash Bitters-you get four
for one. A kidney medicine a liver
tonic, stomach strengthener apd
bqwel cleanser Your medicine. for
one dollar. IL C. Hardwiek.
Have your horses clipped for
"and savefeed and 
currying. , 
 d & w lw C. H. Layne.
J. H. Anderson & Co., And
J. T. Wall & Co. Furnish
Good News.
Two leading businesa louses are
editing a large part of this impres-
sion of the New Era, and what they
have to say is of great interest and
importance.
Two full pages are given up to J.
H. Anderson te Co.. whose heart to
heart bargain talks to their cuito-
mere will lie eagerly studied.
This great establishment Is rettlly
six stores under one roof, Every:de-
partment is csenplete with the view-
ete stocks just replenished from the
eastern mei foreign markets. You
can't afford to fail to carefully read
every word of the big, advert isenient
of this pupriler firm. it will keep
you tpterested by the erkilness of
its news and result in *eying motley
for you.
J. T. Wall & Co. use a whole riage
to attractively set forth a %record of
their splendid bargains in rpring and
summer goods. Their clothing and
and furnishing stocks are larger and
better in every respect than ever; be-
fore, and Mr. Wall. by a clever busi-
ness coup, which he tells about io:his
ad. is enabled to offer some. excep-
tionally low prices.
Nature "makes all things beautiful
in their time." Every one of life's
season's, when life moves on Na
ture's lines, has its own charm and
beauty. Many women dread that
period when they must experience
change of life. They fear that lace
and form may suffer by the change,
and that they may fail to please
those whom they love. The value of
Doctor Pierces Favorite Prescrip-
tion in the crisis of woman's life lies
in the fact that it assists Nature. Its
use preserves the balance and buoy-
ancy of the mind and sustains the
physical powers. Many women have
expressed their gratitude for the
help and cumfort given by -Favorite
Prescription" in this trying period.
It* benefits are not passing hut ,per-
manent and conduce to mental hap-
piness as well as physical strength.
LIKE BIG ROADS
Cadiz Line Comes To The
Front With a Wreck.
The ••moot disastrous wreck" in
the history of the Cadiz railroad oc-
curred Monday. The train was be-
hind time and in order to pull into
the terminal according to schedule
it was running at a very high rate of
speed. In going around a sharp re-
verse curve the baggage car trUcks
left the track. Fortunately this -was
the only car derailed. The wrecking
crew was ordered out immediately,
but thetrack was not cleared. for
about twelve hours and traffic was
greatly delayed. There were no




MARVELOUS ELIXIR OF LIFE D1SCOVEREO
SY FAMOUS DOCroe -SCIENTIST TWIT
CURES EVERY KNOWN AILMENT
lesderful Cures Are Affected That Seem
Like Miracles Performed-The Secret
Of Lees Life Of Olden Times
Revised
Tie Remedy Is Fre. To All Who Send
Name And AdGz.se
After years of patient study and
delving into the dusty record of the
past. as well as following modern ex-
periments in the realms of medical
science, Dr. James W. Kidd, 2420
Baltes Building, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.. makes t h e startling
announcement that he has surely
discovered the elixir of life. That
he is able with the aid of a myster-
ious compound known only to him-
self produced as a result of the years
he has spent in searching, for,...this
DR. JAMES WILLIAM K MD.
preehins life-giving boon, to ,eure
any and every disease that is known
to the human body. There ii no
doubt of the doctor s earnestness in
making his claim and the remark-
able cures that he is daily effecting
seems to bear him out strongly.
His theory which he advances I one
of reason and based on sound exper-
ience in a medical practice of many
years. It colts nothing to try: hoi
remerkable -Elixir of Life,' at he
calls it, for he sends it free to any-
one who is a sufferer, in euMelent
quantities to convince of ' its ability
to cure so there is absolutely no rink
to run. Some of the cures cited are
very rembrkable. and but for reliable
witnesses would hardly be eredited.
The lame have thrown away crotch-
.'s and walked after two or three tile
of the remedy. The sick given rip by
horn.' doctors have been restored to
their families and. friends in perfect
health. Rheumatism, neuralgia,
stomaeli, heart, liver, kidney. blood
and skin diseases disappear as if by
magic. Headaches. backaches, „ner-
WOUAIIMIll. feYen4, consuniplion'
coughs. colds, asthma, enterrh.
bronchitis and all affections of. the
throat, lungs or and vital organie are
enmity overcome in a space of time
that is simply Marvelous.
Partial paralysim, loeomoter atisxla
dropsy, gout. scrofula and piles- are
quickly and permanently removed.
It purifies the eptire system, blood
and themes, reemerges normal nerve
power, circulation and a state of per-
fect health is produced at once.
To the doctor all Systems are Alike
and equally affected by this great
"Elixir of Life." Send for the rem-
edy today. It IN tree to every suf-
ferer. State whatyou want t4 be
cured of and the sure remedy For it




Fr the above oecasion the Illinois
Central railroad will sell round trip
tickets to Dallsws,. Texas, on April
18. 19 and 20. at Irate of $15.40. Riturn
tickets will be limited to 'leave
Dallas not later than April 30, eicept
by depositing ticket with joint
agent at Disliae on or liefeire April
30, and payment of fee of 50 ciente, an
extenelon of limit to May 15, may be
secured,
E. M. stieswonD, Agent.
NENT MERCHANTS. COUPLE OF BILLS.
Signs Measure Regulating Commencina Friday, March 18 AT
Investment and, Deben
ture Companies.
I Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT. Ky.. March 24.--:
Oov. Beckham today vetoed 'the i
bill authorizing ex-Sheriff Butler, of
Allen county, to sue the state for
tax money stolen during the war.
He signed a number of bills.
Gov. Beckham vetoed the "Anti-
Docking" bill. He gave in full 4iis
reasons for the action, explaining
that it was a question of sentiment
or bileities and h, deeided in favor eet MR. AND MRS. SMITH'S
the latter. ENTERTAINMENT.
He approved the law adopted to
regulate investment and debenture
companie:- doing business iii t Novel Cuessing Contest




LINDY'Ps Cor Court & Main
Everybody Invited to takc Advantage of this Salc As Thcre Will Be Bargains In
Every Dept W
atch the Papersfor Further
Announcements. LIND'YS, ('or Courtand nain.
cotnpany, before organisation I f
$15000. willed' must be left with
the state treasurer to protect invest-
one
for. Beckham also signed the bill




By a Disciple Of Carrie Na-
tion.
(Special to New Era.)
TOPEKA. Kim.. March 24-Blanch
Boise. a protege of Mrs. Nation, mad
because "joints" here WPrt, not clos-
ed, horse-whipped Nisyor Needcott in
his office today.





The Southern Educat' I associa-
tion will hold its anneal meeting in
Chattanooga, Tenn, July 1-4. The
railroads have granted a rate of one
fare for the round trip plus $2: E.
H. Mark, of Louisville. is director
for Kentucky and McHenry Rhoads.
of Owensboro, is state manager.
FARRIS BILL
IS MISSING.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT. Ky., March 211.-
The Farris registration bill is mis-
sing. It was probably stolen during
the closing hours of the legislative
session.. The theft of a bill Is a fel-
ony and on investigation of the mat-
ter will be made by the Franklin
county grand jury at its April term.
--••11••••4111..- -
Deafness.Cannot Be Cured
By local applications, as they can-
not reach the diseased portion of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by constitution-
al remedies. Deafness is mulled by
an inflamed condition of the mucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing, and when it is entirely
closed deafuess is the result, and un-
less the inflammation can be taken
out and this tube restored to its nor-
mal condition, hearing will be de-
stroyed forever. Nine caSes out of
ten are caused by catarrh, which is
nothing but an inflamed condition cf
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dol-
lars for any case of Deafness (conned
by catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh e'ure. Send for free
circulars.
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo 0..
Sold by Druggists,The.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
EDWARDS CASE
Trial Of Local Interest At
Marlon.
Collector Franks, N. B. Chambers,
Dudley Lindsey and.Capt. W. T. El-
lis have been summoned to appear
at Marion Friday and :testily in be-
half of Mack Edwards, who is.
charged with forgery and obtaining
money under false pretense. Ed-
e-aria will undertake to prove an
alibi by them, as he was in Owens-
boro and had business.. with all the
parties on the day the crime is alleg-
ed to have been committed.-e iwenee
born Messenger.
It Dazzles Tte World.
No discovery ivav.v.r created one
quarter of the excitement that has
been caused by Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for consumption. Its sever-
est tests have been on hopeless vic-
tims of consumption, pneumonia,
hemorrhage, pleurisy and bronchitis.
thousands of whom it has restored
to perfect health. For coughs, colds
croup, asthma, hay fever, hoarseness
and whooping cough it is the quick-
est surest cure in the world. It is
sold by J. 0. Cook, C. K. Wyly, L.
L. Elgin, Anderson &, Fowler, wile
guarantee eatisfaction or refund





Nathan Plant & Co. and other
creditors of Rebecca Hyman, of this
city, have filed an involuntary pe-
tition in the federal court asking
that Rebecca Hymen, doing Mild-
ness under the name of Cohen &
Hyman, be adjudged if bankrupt.
Mrs. Hyman ibe insolvent, having
made an assignment on February 24
last. She owes more than SLOW.
Prickly Aaiu Bitters cures disease
of the kidneys,cleanses anti strength- '
ens the liver, stomach and bowels.




Mr. and Mn.. Ira L. Smith ere-
delightfully entertained last night in
lionor of their attractive guest. Miss
Childs, of Texas.
The lower floor of the house had
cards hung through all the rooms
with the silhouettes of cats on them
and underneath such questions as
"The Cat With Horns?" "The ("at
That is Blind?" "The Aquatic Cat?"
The guests spent an industrious and
interesting hour in the mysteries of
eat-ology. When the cards were
taken up it was found that eighteen
guests had all the answers correct:
Mrs. Frank \V. Dabney was favored
by fortune in the drawing for the
prize, a beautiful pin, and Mr. Dixon
Kitchen capt tired the booby-a black
cat.
Mr. Char! he K itucailnou from
Clarksville rendered mu delightful
Nolo and Miss Rogers, of Galveston.
Tex., played beautifully on the
piano. The house was tasifully and
elaborately decorated e`lth pot
plants and rut flowers, the dining
room being a bower of loveliness.
Time refreshments consisted of a
meat couree, and ices, cakes. and
bonbons. Mr. and Mrs. SMITII who
are notedly charming in their Mine
more than eustained their enviable
reputation on this pleasant occasion.
Those present follow:
Misses.-Lena Chiles. Texas, Alice
Scoby, Letitia Fairleigh. Nell Don-
aldemon, Pat Flack. Kate Harrison,
Annie Rutherford. Elkton, 'leash
Russell. Annie L. Rogers, Texas,
Lelia Mills. Jimmie Ellis, Mary
Madmen. Henderson, Annie Smith.
Messrs.-A. P. Crockett, J. W.
Downer, Frank Trice, James Young,
L. H. Petree, Jno. T. Fdmunds, L.
L. Elgin, Clifton Long,GuY Starling,
Roger Harrison, In°. Stites. Dr. E.
H. Barker, Dr. B. 0. Mingle. Chas.
KIncan non, Clarksville.
Dr. and Mrs. 1'. W. Blakey, Dr.
and Mrs. B. F. Eager; Messrs.
and Mesdames, F. W. Dab-
ney, J. H. Dagg, T. C. 1"nderwood,
W. T. Tends', Herbert McPherson,
Dixon Kitchen, Will Cummings,
Mrs. Willie Goldthwaite.
Notice is hereby given that the
Christian county Union Turnpike
Road Company has by legal action
on part of its stockholders soul all its
property and surrendered its fran-
chise and is now closing up its busi-
ness AP a corporation. H. C. Gant.
274t President.
BOTTLE B.113ES
Bottle babies are so. likely
to get thin. What ,can be
done? More milk, condensed
milk, watered milk, household
mixtures--try them all. Then
try a little Sett'. Emulsion in
the bottle.
It does for babies what it
does for old folks-gives new,
firm flesh and strong life.
Youll be pleased with the re-
sult. It takes only a little in
milk to make baby fat.
! wend !wry.' a Et. I. ur, ii Ton lice











HOLINESS MEETING 41101I AT TRENTON
DAILY :SERVICES AT AN-
DERSON'S HALL.
Preaching Is By The Rev. W.
C. Wilson, of Han-
son, Ky.
A holinees meeting isin progress
at Anderson's Bell.
The first of a series i.f Ai-metes was
held Monday night.
Rev. W. C. Wilson. of Hanson,
who is one of the leaders of the boll-
items faith. is cemducting the meet-
ing. He is a very earnest Mall and
full of sew'.
There have 'been good crowds pres-
ent at the [services. The meeting
will continue through this week.
Preaching will take place at 2 p.
in. and 7:90 p. ni. daily and the pub-
lic is invited to attend any and all of
the services.
-
Bring Your Own Ability.
If one brings the ability, the world
will provide the opportunity. S0011-
er or later, if we go the right way
about it, the world gives us a fair
rate of exchange for ourselves. But
of course, much depends on how we
place our goods on the market.
Gifts in themselves are not enough
We must know how to manage our
gifts. More than half of success lies
in the proper managment of our gifts.
The gifts are hardly more important.
Of course, there are people who ex-
pect success, without gifts, or work,
or any thing; idle malcontents, who
seem to think the world is in debt to
them for honoring It with their pre-
settee. thriftnese camp-folloers in the
battle of life; a strange race of man
and women, at whom one can only
look with curious wonder.
MRS.MEDLEY'S DEATH.
III Wedneeday`eSally.
Time wife of Mt. John aledley died
this morning at 8 o'clock at her home
in this city, of puerperal fever. She
was twenty-five years of age, and
was very popular among a wide cir-
cle of acquaintances. She was a
daughter of Rev. P. C. Duval. Mrs.
Medley was a Christian lady of love-
ly character and her death causes
deep sorrow to all who knew her.
rom Day To Day
In a head-end collision between
freight trains on the Pittsburg.
Youngstown and Ashtabula railroad,
in Ohio, four men were killed.
t t t
An inmate of a Boston alinshouee
bee fallen heir to a fortune of $10o,-
4. • •
It is said time Pope has offered the
Archbishopric of Manila to the Rt.
Rev. Sebastian Gebbard Messmer.
of Greet' Bay. Mich.
Italy 115 said to be preparing to
occupy Tripoli.
Richard Rock. an old-thne frontier
scout, who was with Custer in the
ill-fated Sitting Bull campaign. was
gored to death by a buffalo in Mon-
tana.
t t
Filipinos are:resorting to charmed
shirts, anointed with "Awing-Art.7
ting," which is believed by them to
beasis teguant against bullets and
disease.
t'
The imports of the Philippiiies
during the first nine montlim of last
year showed an increase of 27 per
cent over the corresponding] period
of the previous year.
+ + +
Mass., is threetetied with
the greatest strike in its histeery
among textile sutlers.
Statistics issued by the treasury
department show the consumption
of sugar now to be sixty-eight pounds
a year for each person Ill)the globe.
In isr,o if WAY t wenty-two point& for
each peewee
4 + •
Bishop Thomas F. (isnot% of Nlent-
phis, has consented to become a can-
didate for thc office of Commander-
in-Chief of the l'nited Sons of Con-
federate Veterans, on condition that
his election be unanimous, and that
the military feature of the organiza-
tion he eliminated.
t + t




legimt of cholera in ;Manila.
have been sixteen meets and
ease' two days.
t t
M. Basle. of the department of
edueation Franee, is to come to
Louisville to examine tee public
sehool eystem.
t + t
In a general fight in a blind tiger
in Niagoilin county Willie Reed,





A man at Fort Scott, Kan.. held a
stick of dynamite under his chin
and exploded it. Ills head was
blown off.
t
John Townelihis wife amatheir
little daughter were found dead at
Chicano, of asphyxiation. Double
murder and suicide are indicated.
CASKT COLLINGS
CASE OF MUCH INTEREST COLARED C E'M E N E X-
TODAY. CHANCE COURTESIES.
Complicated Affair Which "Old Hennessey" Chats In-
Will Have Hearing
At Elkton.
This is the day set for the hearing
of the indictments against saloonist
Cyrus Cireenfield and the Democrat
says that nearly every man in the
Trenton neighbornood will witness
the trial in Elkton.
These indictments have justly been
the cause of much comment by ev-
ery one who is familiar with the him-
tory of the whiskey question in
mTrenton from the beginning.
For the past 20 odd years, says the
Democrat, the town has been
wrought up over this subject but it
has been most intense since January
1901, when the business men of the
town in a mass meeting 'determined
to have open saloons in preference to
the blind tigers. The result is we
have an open saloon which has, been
in business since last summer. The
saloon was granted city and govern-
ment license, but the clerk refused
county license, and this is the cause
of the recent trouble. The people in
favor of time saloon have been trying
to get the courts to decide whether
the saloonist was entitled to the
county license, but for three terms
of circuit court it has been postponed
for first one reason and then another.
This will come up again this term;
isut according to the docket, not un
UI after the indictment cases which
were found at the last term of court.
Now the action which has receiv-
ed no much severe criticism seems
to be that the county attorney and
the prohibitionists are pushing time
indictment cases so strongly; when
they have been striving to keep the
case out of court which would settle
beyond a doubt the question of
whether or not the defendant in the
Indictment cases has the right to
conduct a saloon in Trenton.
Strikes a Rich Find.
"I was troubled for several years
with chronic indigestion and ner-
vous debility," writes F. J. Green,
of Lancaster, N. IL -No remedy
helped me until I began using Elec-
tric Bitters,which did me more good
than all the medicine I ever used.
They have also kept my wife In ex-
cellent health for years. She says
Electric Bitters are just splendid for
female troubles; that they are a
grand tonic and invigorator for
weak, run down women. No other
medicine can take its place in our
family." Try them. Satisfaction
guaranteed by .1.0. Cook, C. K. Wy-







We have anything in the
ay of a house and lot or it
farm you want. Below ar
la few ; we have many others
n t advertised. Tell us what
y u want; we can supply
u.
) acres of land 3 miles south of
H pkinsville on free pike, well im-
pr ved. Will se•Il all In one. body or
Cu,to suit purchaser in tracts rang-
Inc from 50 acres up. improved or un-
improved. Price from$22.60 to $36.00
per acre. Will exchange the proper-
ty 'or desirable. city property.
198 aeres 114 miles from town. well
improved and in a high state of cul-
tivation. for sale or toothange for city
property. See us for priee..
i4 room house on E. 9th street. large
lot $1,100. easy terms.
room frame house on W 15th
• s iendid little house, $1,100.
4 room hotheon W itith etreet,$900.
chap house on Jackson street,
on on Broad street and one on West
2tit street.
new 6-room brick house on E.
7th street this city; an elegant home.
Pri $2.100.
1
1211 acres of land Ti miles east of
Crofton, Ky. Well improved; 76
acres of bottom land; a splendid
farm. Price $100.00; easy terms.
AI two story block of buildings in
buuuliness portion of Hopkinsville. 3
go oh store rooms all rented. Price
$4 ); easy terms.
acres of land well improved 8
mi;ecei from Hopkinsville on Butter-
mi road. Price 6460; a cheap place.
140 acres of land on Cole creek
al3 lies North of Haley's Mill, Chris-
tie county; 85 acres good timber;
$ ; timber is worth the money.
4 room house on west 2nd street:
lot iits feet front by 196 feet deep. $800.
7, room frame house on Jesup's Ave
Lot sox2116; corner lot in good condi-
tion. $1510; easy terms.
Place your property with us for
sale or exchange. We advertise free






(Special to New Era)
NASHVILLE PIKE, March 27.-
Richmond Hobson Bronaugh "fell
out" with Mr. Oscar Watkins ti few
days ago and slashed hltn with a
• ratzzer." Oscar "came back at him,"
with a twenty-two, shooting Rich-
mond in the hand. They say they
"fell out 'bout a woman." All par-
ties colored, and nobody badly hurt.
The flue weather for a week past
has induced fanners to renewed ex-
ertions and:already some plowing is
being done.
James A Campbell. for a long time
a resident of this loeality, but now
living in San Diago county, Cali..
while pruning in an orchard last
week. was struck in the face by a
limb. and Mee lost the sight elf I ne
eye entirely.
Miss Belle Hancock spent Sunday
In Hopkinsville. the guest of Mhos
Johnnie Brasher.
Mr. Davis, a blacksmith and wood
workman is now operating the shop
formerly oceupied by John Willis.
Mr. Carter. former foreman of
section In. let a freight train catch
his push car some time ago and now
has resigned and returned to Tennes-
see.
Messrs. W. T. Bronaugh. R. F.
Burchett, D. M. Whitaker, and lir.
J. E. Bell, from this section were in
the county town last week.
Mr. Hammock, formerly of the
Elkton and Guthrie branch, now has
charge of section 10. on this division
and will soon move his family here.
Miss Belle Henry has returned
from a week's visit to Miss Mildred
Wharton at Cadiz. •
Chas. R. Garland made mu business
trip to Pembroke last week.
Messrs. Winston Henry awl .1 otin
L. Moseley spent Thursday in the
Fairview section.
irn" Ware has improved his res-
idence property by grading the
yard, building new fence, etc,
W. T. Bronaugh will build a nice





Clarksville, Like This City,
May Circulate Pe-
titions.
Holders of fire insurance policies
at Mayfield are wroughtlup over the
notification of an increase of tM per
cent. in rates. That city was already
siffering from two rates of 25 per
cent. each, made during,the pest six
menthe, and considerable talk is rife
of the merchant's organizing a home
eompaity in which to place their
risks.
The Clarksville Times Journal
says:
In Hopkiusville as in Clarksville
and other cities, great dissatisfaction
exists concerning the recent increase
in fire insurance rates. Many are the
kicks that have ;been made, not
against the local agents for tImy are
In no Way responsible, but against
the powers who 'are responsible for
the 25 per cent increase.
A movement is on foot to enter an
organized protest against the recent
increase. -
It ham been suggested that likepe-
titions should be prepared and signed
in Clarkimville.
to 41.13





ONE CENT A \I
t I I
DALLAS, TEXAS
APRIL 18 '1'0 20
by
Illinois Central
(Good to return until April 30, or by





Liberal stop-over privileges, Mehl-
ding opportunity to visit scenes of
famous siege and New National Park
site at Vicksburg.
Cheap side trips from liellas to
Texas and Oklahoma points.
Double daily fast service via Mem-
phis or Vicksburg and Shreveport
with close connections.
Special Through Train from Louis-
ville for Kentucky delegates and
their friends. Write to any Illinois
Ceqtral agent or to '
W. J. McBride, C. P. & T. A.
H. H. Fowler, T. P. A., Louisville
Loubutr le. ,
Wr Kellond, A. 0. P. A.
. G. P. A.
'PRICKLY ASH BITTERe
I CURES CONSTIPATION. U
R. C. Hardwick, Special Agent.
TrINCIIESTER"LEADER" and ' REPEATER "
_ SMOKELESS POWDER SHOTGUN SHELLS
are used by the best shots in the country because they are so accurate,
uniform and reliable. All the world's championships and records have been
won and made by Winchester shells. Shoot them and you'll shoot wen.








We have just received a lot of PENCIL
SHARPENERS and will give one free as









MARCH 27, 28 'and 29.
Spring Millinery!
Imported Ideas!
Styles For All Sixes!
.‘" Remember The Above Date eV CO






March 27, 28 and 29th
The exhibition of Artistic Hats both For-
eign and American makes is the most elabo-
rate ever seen in HopKinsville.









Nee-- - Dce. 5,1101.
LEAVES HOPIRINSV
No. 340 Accommodation daily.
I.v Hopkinsville 4 30 p iii
Ar Princeton 6 30 a nu
No. 332 d'ly Np 334 dly
Ly Hopkinsville 600 am 111 Sea in
Ar Princeton 6 00am 1235 pm
Ar Hendersou • 9 20 • m 5 26 p
Ar Evansville 1010 m 6 15 p m
Lv Princeton 927 am 1248 p m
Ar Louisville 4 6&p m 585 p in
IaV Princetter, 6 06 a m 1 56 p r-
Ar Paducah 9 00 a te ,8 36 p n.
Ar Memdh 10 40 p m
Ar New Or elms 9 36 a m
No 341 Ar at Hopkinsville 930 a n+
No an Ar at Hopkinsville 3 10 p
No 331 Ar Hopkinsville 9 26 a mu
E. M. Streowoon, Age.,
Hopkinsville. Ky
WI. A. KELLoo, A. O. P. A..
Louisville, Ky.
L. & N. R. R.
NORTH.
No52 St Louis Express . 9:50 a m
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail 9:60 p mu
No 92 Chicago and New Or-
leans Limited 6:05 in
No 56 Hopkinsville Accom 8:25 pun
SOUTH.
No 61 St Louis Express.. 6:20 p ni
No 63 St Louis Fast Mail 0:05 a mu
No 91 Chicago and New Or-
leans Limited . .. 10:48 pmu
No 65 Hopkinsville Aceom. 8:15* in
Noe 62 and 64 connect at St Louis
for all points west.
No 51 connects at Guthrie for Mem-
phis line points as far south as Erin
and for Louisville, Cincinnat aud the
east.
2ies. 68 and 66 make direct connec-
tign at Guthrie for Louisville. Cin-
cinnati and all points north and east
thereof. Nos 58 and 55 also connect
foralemphim and way poir.
R. M. I6LATE AgL
IT WILL
PAY YOU
To have your fruit and shade trees
trimmed by a practical Hort icultur
1st. leiow is the time.
Wm. F. Snyder, one of Pennsylva-
nia's-foremost Horticulturists and
Florists, is here to stay and solicits
your patronage.
I superintend all work personally,
and I make a specialty of landscape
gardening, renovating lawns and
cemetery plots, and will give esti-
mates on all floral work and fill of
flower beds.
You will do well by consulting ine
first on any of the above work. My
ottice and gardens are Csaky, Ky.
'Phone No. 130-3 rings.
All kinds of Seed. Flowers, Roses.
Fruit Trees, Small Fruits and every-
thing* theenursery line for safe.
All orders by mail promptly attended
co.
Wm. F. Snyder,
P. 0. Box 15, Caalry, Ky.
Going To
BUILD?
• If you are thinking of bedd-
ing in the near future it will
pay you to see my plans and
get my prices on
Complete Plans and
Specifications
intCan save you money on build .
JAS. L. LON
Office in Ragsdale & Cooper huildtng
Main St.. Hopkinsville, Ky Tele-
phone No. 167.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
We are authorised to anneeince
WEBB C. BELL as a candidate for
Railroad Ccanmissiones In the that
Railroad District suhiect to Use an-
Lion of the Democratic party.
5
